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The Notarial Archives continues to meet the challenges that arose in the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina. The most urgent needs have been satisfied: rescue and salvage of
vital records housed in the courthouse basement and the creation of a stable environment,
not only for the records, but also for office operations and citizens who require immediate
access to these records. Serving a displaced and burdened home-owning public in the
most efficient, caring manner possible remains our daily challenge in these trying times.
The recovery of the Notarial Archives and the land recordation system it serves will
continue to play a key role in the recovery of New Orleans for the foreseeable future.
While meeting our urgent needs, we have not neglected other essential duties: to preserve
the historical records in our care and to make them accessible to researchers. Three years
ago, a Save America’s Treasures grant administered by the National Endowment for the
Humanities enabled us to embark on a journey of preservation. The main goal was to
preserve the paper of and the information contained in 30,000 sheets of French Colonial,
Spanish Colonial, and early American period records. At some time in our agency’s past
– probably within the first two decades of the 20th century – stacks of 18th century French
documents were laminated with glassine, randomly arranged, and bound into canvas
bindings. Unaccompanied by any accurate index, the information in the cloudy pages of
archaic French in faded inks was inaccessible to all but the most ardent researchers. The
records of Pedro Pedesclaux, which marked the transition from Spanish to French and
then to American domination, were dangerously fragile and in urgent need of
conservation. Thanks to the NEH grant and to the work of our archives staff, the
conservation of these important documents has been completed. And now for the first
time the French colonial records have a reliable index.
We are very happy to be able to report today that not even Hurricane Katrina could deter
us from our mission – to preserve the past for the benefit of our future.

Stephen P. Bruno
Custodian of Notarial Records
New Orleans Notarial Archives
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Early in the progress of this National Endowment of the Humanities-administered grant
project, I decided to test my language skills by selecting at random one of the French
colonial documents to decipher. Reading along without translating, picking out a
recognizable word here and there, the image presented by the words began to take shape
in my mind. And what an image it was! Instead of reading a rather quotidian land sale, I
had come across a procès verbal, a document type in which a notary recounts a series of
events that has significant bearing on the legal matter at hand. Never before had I read
such documents with the narrative impact of this one! What I pieced together was that
the Clerk of the Superior Council had been awakened from his siesta by the sounds of a
conversation coming from his wife’s bedroom. Upon investigation, it turned out that the
Clerk’s wife had a female visitor who was audibly distraught over the contents of a legal
document pertaining to her late husband’s succession. She reacted to the Clerk’s reading
of the document by tearing off a bite-size portion of the page which contained her
signature, putting it in her mouth, and swallowing it. She was trying to grab the rest of
the document as the Clerk forcibly expelled her from his home. Reading this document, I
felt like I was in that 1735 bedroom. I could sense the sleep fall from the Clerk’s eyes as
he awoke from his nap. The distress of the widow was tangible.
This document reminded me of why so many people are in love with notarial records.
Despite their highly formulaic language, notarial documents tell stories, sometimes
intimate stories of the lives of people who lived where we live a long time ago. Coming
across these stories is an immediate, visceral link to the past. Some months later, when
project director Howard Margot assembled the other documents that gave this narrative
context, he found the folio with the torn-off portion. Thanks to the Save America’s
Treasures grant and to the diligence of Howard, the pages of the widow’s experience
have been conserved, arranged, boxed, indexed, and made accessible to the research
community.
The beauty of the civil law notarial system is that people come to notaries with their
experiences and the notaries put that experience into writing. In the civil law legal
system, words by notaries matter and must be preserved forever. The Notarial Archives
has inherited that venerable task. Yes. The paper must be saved. We understand that and
our researchers understand that.
Ann Wakefield, CA
Archivist
New Orleans Notarial Archives

Introduction
This guide to the French Colonial Records is the icing on the cake for NONA’s
Colonial Records Project, made possible through a Save America’s Treasures grant
patiently administered since 2003 by the National Endowment for the Humanities. Icing
in the sense that it goes beyond standard archival description, perhaps beyond an
archivist’s usual job description. To simply conserve and arrange the documents, and to
provide a coherent index to them, would have been a worthy-enough accomplishment
and represented a huge improvement over the status quo. But these documents have been
so inaccessible to the public for so long, so physically and intellectually opaque, their
provenance in this agency such a great mystery, that we felt compelled to share whatever
knowledge we had concerning them with the world. And much of that knowledge was
gained over the last four years, during the course of that basic work of conserving,
arranging, and indexing, discoveries leading to more questions and forcing our curious
hand. From this perspective on the inside, with the various staff members contributing
ideas and following leads in their respective areas of the project, we learned in stride
things that a single researcher might have discovered only with great expenditure of time
and effort. But there are still important questions concerning the records’ provenance that
we should like to see answered, and far from having usurped someone’s potential
research topic in that regard, we believe we have simply opened the door to it, and
hopefully to many other topics as well.
The index in this printed version of the guide is a very basic version – one small
enough to print. Much more information is contained in the full index, which will soon be
available to researchers on our office’s public access computers. And the full electronic
index is itself a work in progress, some of whose gaps could one day be filled in by the
researching public.
We hope that everyone interested in these records will take a few minutes to read
the Notes – we believe that even the most experienced researchers in this field will find
one or two surprises awaiting them there. The overview of the SAT/NEH Grant Project
should be of interest to anyone who has been awarded or would like to be awarded this
type of grant. We realize that anyone can go online and find accounts of dozens, if not
hundreds, of important conservation-and-scanning projects such as this one, but, as the
saying goes, if our experience can be a helpful guide to even one other archivist, then the
effort to share will have been worth it.
The sample documents had to be reduced considerably to fit on the page, but it is
hoped they will still give researchers a good feel for what it is like to work with these
records. Grayscale images of the entire set of records (that can be magnified at will) will
soon be available on our office’s public-access computers – if the external demand and
internal resources are there, they could become available for viewing on our website in
the not-too-distant future.
The guide is a quick read, but we believe that researchers will find it contains a
good deal of useful information for its size: allez-y!
Howard Margot, CA
Project Director

OVERVIEW OF THE SAVE AMERICA’S TREASURES AND
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES
GRANT PROJECT
The New Orleans Notarial Archives (NONA), founded in 1867 as an independent
agency of the State of Louisiana, first applied for a Save America’s Treasures grant to
help with the conservation of French and Spanish colonial/early American records in the
2001/2002 award period. It was not the first time the agency had looked to Save
America’s Treasures and the National Endowment for the Humanities for assistance. In
the late 1980s, a pair of SAT/NEH grants enabled the Archives to begin an ongoing
process of conserving one of its most valuable and threatened sets of records, the more
than 5,000 “Plan Book Plans,” so called because these poster-size, architectural
watercolor drawings were bound (and damagingly folded) into huge and extremely heavy
tomes known as Plan Books. In addition, the grants helped NONA to purchase archival
plat cabinets so we could literally get these documents off of the basement floor.
The colonial records grant was not awarded on the first try, primarily because it
was a “bricks and mortar year,” and NONA was encouraged by the NEH to reapply the
next year, a “paper year.” We did, and in January of 2003 a Save America’s Treasures
grant (# PT-50009-03) for $64,963 in matching funds was awarded to our agency.
The Colonial/Early American Records
The nearly $130,000 budgeted for the project was to be used for the much-needed
conservation of two sets of colonial/early American notarial records. First, for eight
bound, oversize volumes which contained a) 1,486 folios (representing some 230 discrete
notarial acts or related, legal documents) ranging from 1733 to 1767 of the French
colonial period, as well as b) 356 folios of miscellaneous notarial and court records
ranging from 1778 to ca. 1825, that is to say, from the middle of the Spanish colonial
period to around the twenty-second year of American rule – the latter folios were
interfiled and bound with the former for reasons fully known only to those who worked
for NONA in the early years of the 20th century. The French Colonial Records are
NONA’s oldest records and among the oldest public documents in the city of New
Orleans.
Second, the project included the 72 volumes (ca. 28,000 folios) of notarial acts of
the Spanish Royal Notary and American notary public Pedro Pedesclaux, ranging from
1788 to 1816. Pedesclaux’s books were chosen for conservation among those of several
Spanish colonial notaries for a number of reasons: the condition of the records, the
frequency of researchers’ requests for them, the fact that Pedesclaux was the most prolific
of the Spanish notaries – and the only one whose notarial acts form an unbroken chain
through Louisiana’s transition from Spanish colony (and momentarily back to French
colony) to American territory and thence to statehood. In addition, Pedesclaux is
intimately linked to the French colonial records: he was their custodian under the Spanish
regime when he saved them from a devastating New Orleans fire that destroyed his own
home; and he and his descendants continued to archive them under American

jurisdiction. (For a definition of notarial acts in the Civil Law system, see Historical
Note, below.)
Provenance of Bound Notarial Acts in Orleans Parish
Considerations of both physical and intellectual arrangement played a crucial role
in this project. Both sets of records were, as stated, bound into oversize volumes, and this
physical format, which has its pros and its cons insofar as access and preservation are
concerned, could not be lightly brushed aside – not after more than 200 years of notarial
tradition. Furthermore, while Pedesclaux’s massive records had been, with very few
exceptions, bound in their original, chronological and numerical page order, many of the
French colonial records seemed to have been bound willy-nilly: the last two pages of an
act bound into Volume 1, the first two pages bound into Volume 6 – but perhaps not
even contiguously – and so on. A good number of acts were bound together in their
entirety, and in more-or-less the correct page order, but not necessarily placed in the same
volume with other acts from the same year or even the same decade – and, as indicated
above, almost 20 percent of these bound folios did not even belong to the French colonial
period. The attempt had been made to arrange and bind some of the volumes topically,
e.g., one whose spine announced it to be a volume of “Successions.” Since one obvious
goal of the grant project was to arrive at a logical and coherent arrangement (for the first
time in centuries) and a functional index (possibly for the first time ever) for NONA’s
French colonial records, questions of provenance had to be dealt with in detail.
The practice of binding notarial acts in Orleans Parish into books, which is still
done today, almost certainly dates from the Spanish colonial period (a typical notarial
volume measures 15½” x 10½” x 4”). Both the French and Spanish notaries used longish
sheets of paper for their acts, most of them roughly equivalent in size to the modern legal
sheets still required for notarial acts filed with our office. The French colonial notaries
most likely kept their records together in the traditional, folder-thick increments known
as liasses (“bundles,” from the verb lier, to bind). The Spanish notaries, on the other
hand, seem to have created their records with the specific intention of putting them into
some sort of book format. For example, whereas the French notaries treated their folios
and their acts discretely – often concluding an act at the top or middle of a sheet’s recto
and leaving the remainder of the recto and entire verso of the folio as blank, wasted space
– the Spanish notaries followed one act immediately with the next, keeping them virtually
contiguous from recto to verso, from folio to folio, and generally leaving as little blank
space between acts as possible.
Even more tellingly, the French notaries did not give consecutive numbers to their
acts or to the individual folios. Instead, they relied on the date of execution of each act,
along with the names of the contracting parties, to keep their liasses arranged in what
circumstantial evidence suggests may have been a fairly straightforward registry system
(no notarial register from the French period is known to exist today, however; see the
fuller discussion of arrangement, below). The Spanish notaries, on the other hand, gave
consecutive numbers to the recto (only) of each folio, and used these page numbers to
reference the individual acts in an index (arranged alphabetically, by name of the first
party to appear – e.g., the seller of a boat) which accompanied each volume (i.e., one
year’s worth) of each notary’s acts. A given year’s book might have its folios numbered
from one to a thousand, ending with the last act executed on December 31; then the first

act of the subsequent year would be written on a brand new “Page 1,” and a new volume
– and new annual index – thus begun. When Louisiana passed from Spanish to American
control and the profession was opened up to a host of non-Spanish notaries, the latter had
but to adopt an established, functional system, firmly in place for more than 30 years. The
calendar year, January 1 through December 31, then, emerged as the standard increment
of arrangement – that is to say, of book-binding and indexing – for New Orleans notaries.
Of course, with each notary serving as his or her own archivist and bookbinder until the
late 1960s (the books only reverting to NONA after a certain number of years had
elapsed since their creation), there came to exist numerous variations on this standardized
arrangement, which was customary but not statutory.
As years passed and the boards and binding of notarial volumes in NONA’s
custody became worn out and had to be replaced, a Custodian might choose, for
convenience, to rebind large and heavy volumes as two or three smaller and more
manageable books (the index generally remaining bound with the January volume). One
quirk of the Archives, possibly resulting from this situation, is that we do not use the
word “volume” in its strict sense: the word “Volume” (or “Vol.”), followed by an
individual number or date-range, is stamped into the spine of many notarial books that
cover only part of a calendar year. So we speak of Pedro Pedesclaux having created 72
“volumes” of notarial acts, even though his practice covered only 29 years.
Conservation Issues
The immediate physical provenance of Pedesclaux’s records, as we embarked on
this grant project, was that they had last been bound by the W.P.A. in the 1930s. The
eight French colonial volumes, judging by comparing their boards, binding, and typed
indices with those of other records in the Archives, had probably last been bound no later
than the mid-1920s.
Although both sets of records were created on the extremely durable cotton-rag
paper typical of the colonial and early American periods, the highly acidic and corrosive
iron-gall inks used to write on them had done their damage over the centuries. Quite a
few sheets were shifting, or had already shifted, from their original creamy-white color to
an acidic dark-brown. Thousands of sheets exhibited mild to severe lacing, especially of
course in places where lines of text on the recto and verso of a sheet overlapped, or where
the signatory of an act had used an especially deep and aggressive stroke of the quill.
Some sheets had become so acidic that huge fragments of paper had fallen out of their
middles, leaving only bits of text near the margins (this was especially true for
Pedesclaux’s Volumes 4 and 11). And whether lines of text on recto and verso
overlapped a lot or a little, this almost universal bleed-through made many sheets difficult
to read.
The paper in both sets of records also showed damage that was simply the result
of having been shelved and accessed in the bound volume format for 200 years: the
blocks of the volumes tended to splay out at the bottoms, pulled down by gravity; many
sheets had corners that were dog-eared or stained by the oil from countless fingers, along
with frayed, curving fore-edges; rips and tears, especially around laced areas, were all too
common. Not all of the tearing and fraying was the result of careless page-turning: for
decades, between the introduction of the photocopy machine and the beginnings of
serious efforts at preservation by the Archives staff in the 1980s, colonial-era volumes

had been opened wide and smashed down onto the platens for copying like any other
book; add to this the accelerated photochemical degradation of paper and ink caused by
repeated exposure to the copiers’ flash.
Perhaps worst of all, our conservation efforts had to address what some previous
NONA staffs had done in an attempt to preserve the records from some of this very same
deterioration. At least half of the French colonial folios had been laminated on at least
one side with glassine, a wax-paper-like repair material which, at the time of its
application in the early 20th century, was completely transparent and considered state-ofthe-art; it turns out that the glassine produced at the time was acidic, and was applied
with acidic, animal-based glues to boot. While laminating may have prevented further
fragmentation of some badly laced sheets, it had also trapped the sheets in a slow-cook
acid bath. On a number of sheets, colonies of mold had bloomed and died between
glassine and paper, completely obscuring the text beneath. For good measure, the oncetransparent glassine was developing that trade-mark brown hue of acidification – darkbrown, in many cases – reducing contrast with the brown ink of the texts and making the
documents that much more difficult to read.
Glassine had not been used on Pedesclaux’s records. Instead, a number of
deteriorating sheets had at some point (possibly prior to the W.P.A. re-binding project)
been laminated on one side or given spot-repairs with ultra-fine silk mesh. Silk, alas, is
also acidic, and it also had turned brown. Worse still, in places where the silk mesh had
become degraded, people had repaired the repairs with transparent cellophane tape – the
adhesive of which is of course also acidic. It had not stayed transparent for very long. A
great deal of this cellophane tape had also been applied to other areas of lacing that had
never been silk-laminated, some sheets having eight or ten strips of tape on a side.
The questions confronting the project, then, were: should we attempt to remove
the glassine, silk, and/or cellophane tape from the colonial-era paper? Even if we could
identify the techniques that would let us do so safely, would it be feasible, given the
budget and staff-hours available, to effect thousands of time-consuming removal
procedures? And removal of these non-archival repair media would in almost every case
entail their replacement with some other medium to hold the fragile sheets together –
what material would work best? As important and difficult as these issues were, they
could not be treated in isolation – there were other variables weighing in on our
decisions.
The mission of the New Orleans Notarial Archives, as mandated by the
Legislature of the State of Louisiana, is two-fold: to preserve the notarial records, and to
make them accessible to the public. As with so many other archives and libraries around
the world, access to aging and fragile records at NONA has increasingly meant access to
microfilm of those records. Using microfilm for access is a great boon to preservation:
researchers can study the textual and meta-textual content of the records at their leisure,
without anyone’s having to actually handle (and therefore damage) them. Before the
SAT/NEH Grant Project began, NONA was already in possession of microfilm of the
colonial records in question: Pedesclaux’s records had been microfilmed by the Salt Lake
City Genealogical Society in the early 1970s, and the French colonial records had been
microfilmed by NONA staff in 1993-94. Of course, in order to study the records on
microfilm, one must be able to read the records on that microfilm. Between them,

however, the two sets of microfilm contained many thousands of frames in which the text
could only be read with great difficulty or not at all.
At the time each set of microfilm had been shot, the records were still bound, of
course. The ideal time to create microfilm at NONA is when volumes are undergoing one
of their periodic re-bindings, when each folio, loose, can be shot perfectly flat.
Photographing the bound records means losing from a little to a great deal of information
in the opaque shadows created by every volume’s gutter: the tighter the binding, the more
information may be lost to the camera. The original grant proposal, on which the initial
award had been based, had called for the volumes to be unbound, the loose folios deacidified, individually sleeved in Mylar, and re-bound into fresh, new volumes. Although
the grant funds could only be used for these direct conservation costs, NONA was
planning to take advantage of the rare opportunity to photograph the folios flat and
unbound, and itself pay for the creation of new microfilm.
The failing of this “business-as-usual” plan was that NONA would have to spend
a lot of time and money to create and inspect new microfilm that would still contain
thousands of images having poor or zero legibility, the absence of gutter-shadow
notwithstanding. Analog cameras could not see very well, if at all, through the aciddarkened glassine, silk mesh, or cellophane tape; they also could not readily, if at all,
produce images with sufficient “depth” to allow readers to distinguish bleed-through
from the lines it overlapped. As if this were not already apparent from examination of the
existing microfilm, we ran numerous analog camera step-tests at a wide range of
exposures on a wide variety of sample folios. The results of the tests were only
marginally better than the existing film, and then only for images of the least-damaged
sheets – and there was no real improvement with bleed-through. Moreover, even this
marginal improvement required image-by-image tweaking of the camera settings,
something which is not possible when actually shooting an entire roll of microfilm.
We now had to re-frame our conservation questions in the context of another
question: Which conservation techniques will produce the most legible images? There
would be no purpose to creating more illegible images if we hoped to keep researchers
and staff from handling the originals. The problem had no obvious solution. Even if we
removed every bit of non-archival media and restored every folio to the most pristine
condition possible – a feat that experimentation was quickly revealing to be far beyond
any expenditure of time and money that we could hope to muster – we would still wind
up with microfilm that was not much better than what we already had.
In late 2001, early 2002, staff had begun toying with the idea of making and
storing digital images of various individual records as the need arose (we were already
using a digital camera, sans flash, to make grayscale paper copies for researchers). It may
seem strange now, but at the time, just a few years ago, the subject was almost taboo:
digital images were, after all, not archival – not to mention beyond the technical ken of
most archivists. The scope of the challenges facing us in the grant project, however,
prompted us to look for new solutions, even radical ones.
Using our in-house digital camera, we photographed some of the same problem
folios used for the analog camera step-tests, and found the digital-camera images to be
much more legible than the analog-camera images in every respect, save two: like analog
cameras, digital cameras could not see through a) some of the extremely opaque strips of
cellophane tape, nor b) even the thinnest, most expensive, and hardest-to-apply archival

repair paper that we tried. Still, we were very encouraged. As we experimented our way
through these processes, we began to realize that our problems were half over. Although
we could not possibly hope to effect removal of all the non-archival media on the 30,000
folios, thanks to digital imaging we would not have to: our conservation staff could
concentrate their efforts on removal of only the most egregiously opaque and damaging
instances of these media. As a bonus, staff would have the time to remove a good deal of
these non-archival media whose adhesives had weakened with age and which had begun
to “bubble” away from the paper: their removal would not be nearly as labor-intensive as
the majority cases.
The half of our problems which remained: finding an archival repair medium that
the digital camera’s eye could penetrate. We had noticed during tests that the digital
camera could produce a very legible image of sheets laminated with the silk mesh; its
only drawbacks (albeit deal-killing ones) were that it was acidic and turned brown. If
only we could find silk mesh that was non-acidic! We set our conservation staff to the
task of identifying a synthetic mesh that could be used in place of silk. Our conservator,
Maureen Detweiler, hit upon the idea of trying illusion, a colorless polyester mesh used
for making bridal veils. While illusion’s strands are somewhat thicker than those made of
real silk, and its weave not quite as tight, it had the supreme advantage for our purposes
of being non-acidic and chemically inert – so we tried it. Our official NEH project
consultant, James Stroud of the University of Texas at Austin, worked with our staff to
help us find the right adhesives and techniques for applying this never-before-tried
material.
Once we were satisfied with the results of using illusion from a conservator’s
point-of-view, we tried scanning some sheets that had been lined with it. Using a highquality scanner supplied by the primary vendor, the results were beyond our wildest
expectations: with the naked eye, one could read through illusion easily enough, but to
the scanner’s eye, illusion was all but invisible. The digital images were, if anything,
more legible than the originals! Importantly, this scanner – a model which also had the
advantage of exposing the paper to only minimal flash – did not pick up any optical
interference from the 2-mil Mylar sleeves, so our fragile folios could enjoy their physical
protection when placed on the platen.
As our inquiries into the possibilities proceeded and further trials were conducted,
the many advantages digital images offered for both preservation and access became
apparent: the first-generation color images could be permanently stored as masters;
grayscale versions having a fraction of their file size could be batch-created for use by the
public; high-quality digital microfilm could be quickly and easily produced from the
digital files, providing additional redundancy in the system at a cost well below that of
analog microfilm.
Our project strategy now laid itself out clearly before us, or so we thought: deacidified and Mylar-sleeved folios would be safely and efficiently scanned before being
re-bound into book format. It was at this point that James Stroud expressed some
reservations about the rebinding process. Even though the folios would be sewn into
blocks in their Mylar sleeves and no stitching would touch them, life in a bound-book
format would still, over the long haul, be rough on the paper: gravity, ultraviolet light, the
handling of the books and turning of the pages, would all continue to be real, if gradual,
threats to the paper’s and ink’s already-compromised integrity. After consideration of the

arguments, we, too, became convinced that storage in archival folders and boxes would
do a far better job of extending the paper’s lifespan than would rebinding. The counterarguments for book-binding went beyond the above-mentioned, 200-year notarial
tradition: book-binding of the records had been the primary guarantor of their provenance
and security over that time period.
But times had changed. Security at NONA was no longer merely a matter of the
records’ being sewn into books (which measure had in the past been overcome by
unscrupulous researchers armed with razor blades, in any case), but of surveillance by
staff. And through the use of digital images, digital microfilm, electronic indices and their
paper copies, provenance would no longer depend solely on the books’ physical
arrangement, but on a redundant system of image duplication and record keeping. Once
digitization and indexing were completed, there would really be no need for anyone to
touch the records again, except perhaps for scheduled inspections or other special
circumstances.
With all this hard-earned information in hand, the grant proposal was re-written to
reflect the changes in strategy. The records would not be re-bound, but safely stored in
archival folders and boxes. The new proposal saved the taxpayer some $25,000, while
still leaving us an additional $10,000 for treatment of extremely problematic folios whose
conservation required the use of techniques and equipment not available to our in-house
conservation staff.
We hope that many years from now, when, despite our efforts, the original paper
records will have lost their long battle against the corrosive inks so gracefully etched into
them by 18th century notaries and clerks, researchers who are able to electronically access
the records’ content will pause for just a second to consider the dedicated people who
took chances and worked very hard to make that possible, and how proud and grateful
they were to have been given the opportunity to accomplish such an important task.

NOTES
New Orleans Notarial Archives (NONA)
French colonial notarial records (1733-1767) [bulk: 1761-1767]
with miscellaneous Spanish colonial and early American notarial records
(1778-ca. 1825)
Scope and Content Note
NONA’s French Colonial Records (3.66 linear feet) contain over 230 discrete,
legal, manuscript documents from Louisiana’s French colonial period, for the most part
original, signed and dated notarial acts passed in the city of New Orleans, along with
other, related records, especially successions (inheritance cases). Act types include land
sales, leases, exchanges, mortgages, slave sales, retrocessions of immovable (real) and
movable (chattel) property, promissory notes, releases, deposits, declarations, marriage
contracts, testaments, estate inventories and appraisals, family meetings, powers of
attorney, ship protests, and building contracts. Also included are petitions and permits to
sell property, procès-verbaux of Civil Sheriffs’ auctions, creditors’ statements, bills for
court costs, receipts, and other court memoranda or court records related to successions.
Successions can be lengthy and rich in information about particular families and what
they owned (and owed): some of the best information on slaves is found in the
inventories and auctions of estates. There are also 17 folios of Superior Council court
minutes from ca. 1744. Fifteen of the acts were passed in outlying settlements (such as
Pointe Coupée) by military commandants or local notaries, but filed in New Orleans. The
most commonly represented act type is the sale of property, especially of lots in what is
today called the French Quarter, and of plantations in or near the city of New Orleans.
Sales of land and buildings usually include a detailed (if formulaic) verbal description of
the property, but there is only one small architectural drawing, and there are no
surveyors’ maps, plans, or plats of any sort. The bulk of the records, over a thousand
folios, ranges from 1761 to 1767, as French rule of colonial Louisiana was drawing to a
close. The manuscripts are of course all in French.
In addition, 16 miscellaneous, discrete legal documents or parts of discrete
documents dating from 1778 to ca. 1825 were erroneously interfiled with the French
colonial records when they were bound in the early 20th century. They include notarial
acts and court records, or parts thereof, signed by the Spanish colonial notaries Pedro
(Pierre) Pedesclaux, Estevan de Quiñones, Carlos Ximenes, and Narciso (Narcisse)
Broutin, and the early American notaries public Christoval and Michel deArmas – most
of these documents can be readily linked to related records in each notary’s regular
notarial books or court records housed at NONA. These later, miscellaneous records may
contain text in French, Spanish, or English. There is also a Spanish royal decree (cedula
real) – possibly the work of the Spanish Inquisition – which interdicts circulation of a
certain “anti-Catholic” book in the King’s colonies.

Notarial Records of the French Colonial Period
Box 1. Succession of Charles-François Cullot de Crémont, Commandant of the Post of
Mobile: February 1737. Nicolas Henri, Notary, 133 folios.
Box 2. Transfers of immovable property (21); sales of slaves (6); succession records (4);
Superior Council Court Minutes (20 cases); other (2): January 1737 to November
1744. Nicolas Henri, Notary and Clerk of Court, 104 folios.
Box 3. Transfers of immovable property (42); sales of slaves (6); succession records (4);
other (6): January 1745 to July 1761. Nicolas Henri and Augustin Chantalou,
Notaries and Clerks of Court, 145 folios.
Box 4. Transfers of immovable property (53); succession records (3); other (3): February
1761 to December 1762. Augustin Chantalou and François Broutin, Notaries
and Clerks of Court, 136 folios.
Box 5. Transfers of immovable property (9); succession records (20): October 1760 to
November 1764. Augustin Chantalou, François Broutin, and Jean-Baptiste Garic,
Notaries and Clerks of Court, 152 folios.
Box 6. Transfers of immovable property (2); sales of slaves (1); succession records (14);
other (1): November 1764 to August 1765. Augustin Chantalou and Jean-Baptiste
Garic, Notaries and Clerks of Court, 235 folios.
Box 7. Transfers of movable property (3); succession records (12); other (4): April 1765
to February 1766. Jean-Baptiste Garic, Notary and Clerk of Court, and
Joseph Maison, Civil Sheriff, 271 folios.
Box 8. Transfers of immovable property (1); sales of slaves (1); succession records (6):
June 1766 to July 1767. Jean-Baptiste Garic, Notary and Clerk of Court,
and Joseph Maison, Civil Sheriff, 110 folios.
Notarial Records of the Spanish Colonial and Early American Periods
Box 9. Succession records (4); other (1): October1778 to February 1800. Pedro
Pedesclaux, Estevan Quiñones, and Carlos Ximenes, Notaries, 253 folios.
Box 10. Succession records (5); other (6): August 1800 to ca. January 1825. Pedro
Pedesclaux, Carlos Ximenes, Narciso Broutin, Christoval deArmas, and
Michel deArmas, Notaries, 99 folios.
The material has been arranged according to its ex post facto system of
parenthetical, consecutive page numbering, which yields a chronological ordering for
about 90 percent of the numbered documents – the remainder may be out of
chronological order by anywhere from a few days to a few years, but there are logical
explanations for at least some of these seeming discrepancies (see the Historical Note,
below). The relatively few unnumbered documents have been interfiled chronologically.
If, as we believe, the records’ system of parenthetical numbering was reasonably accurate
and consistent in its application, then NONA’s 230-odd notarial documents would
represent no more than 2 percent of what the total output of New Orleans’ French
colonial notaries must have been – more than 10,000 notarial acts and successions
produced over a span of 50 years.

Government administrators, military officers, and members of notable families
represented in the various French and Spanish records, either as appearing parties, as
official signatories, or through their successions, include:
Jean-Baptiste Le Moyne, Sieur de Bienville - Governor
Antonio Bonnabel
Ignace François Broutin – Royal Engineer
Joseph Carrière
Sebastian Calvo y O’Farril, Marqués de Casa Calvo – Military Governor
Benoist Payen de Chavoy
Jean-Baptiste-Claude Bobé Descloseaux – King’s sub-Intendent
Jean-Baptiste Destrehan
Claude-Joseph Villars Dubreuil – King’s Director of Public Works
Bernardo de Galvez – Governor
Louis Bouché de Grandpré
Jean-François Huchet de Kernion – Superior Council member
Jacques and Marie-Marguerite de La Chaise
Nicolas Chauvin de La Frenière – Solicitor General
Paul-Augustin Le Pelletier de La Houssaye
Joseph-Adrien de La Place – acting Solicitor General
Guillaume Loquet de La Pommeraye – Treasurer of the Navy
le Chevalier [Pierre-Denis] de La Ronde
Louis-Alexandre Piot de Launay – Superior Council member
Marguerite La Frenière Le Bretton
Sebastien-François-Ange Le Normant – Chief Magistrate
Dame Faucon Dumanoir de Lery
le Sieur Magtigue de Macarty
Pierre de Marigny – alderman
Elizabette-Geneviève Trépagnier de Marsilly
James Pitot – Judge
Jean-Joseph Delfau de Pontalba
Vincent-Gaspard-Pierre de Rochemore – King’s sub-Intendent
Edmé-Gatien de Salmon – King’s sub-Intendent
Nicolas Maria Vidal – Civil Governor
Luis de Unzaga – Civil and Military Governor
Marie Dolle Wiltz
Related public documents can be found locally in:
New Orleans Public Library, Louisiana Division, City Archives.
The Mint (Louisiana State Museum), Superior Council Records.
NONA, Spanish colonial court records; Jean-Baptiste Garic, Vol.1; Rafael
Perdomo with J.-B. Garic, Vol. 1A.

Historical Note
The French colonial notaries whose acts are housed at NONA came from a
centuries-old tradition of European Civil Law, many aspects of which are still upheld in
Louisiana. Unlike English Common Law, based almost entirely on custom, French Civil
Law also derives to a considerable extent from the codified laws of ancient Rome. A
notarial act is a type of legal instrument, most often financial in nature (such as an “Act
of Sale” of property), and usually contracted by and between private individuals –
although either party might be a corporation, government agency, or other legal entity,
private or public. In this system, the notary acts as a legal arbiter and recorder for the
contracting parties, much as a Common Law contract attorney might do, and notarial
practice is in fact supposed to obviate the need for attorneys in many types of everyday
legal transactions. It is the notary’s job to draw up the instrument impartially and to the
satisfaction of all parties, and this is done within the framework of a great deal of
formulaic legal language (see Sample Documents, below). Researchers will also
encounter a certain number of one-party acts, such as last wills and testaments,
declarations, and cancellations of mortgage. Importantly for posterity, Louisiana’s
notaries were also, until 1867, the only official archivists of the original legal instruments
they created.
Although notarial practice had by the 16th century begun making the transition
from Latin to the vernacular, the number of literate Europeans remained quite small; most
contracting parties would simply have had to trust the notaries’ royally commissioned
honesty and accuracy. During Louisiana’s colonial period (and well into the 19th century,
for that matter), many of the appearing parties could not sign their own names, and the
law required that the notary make note of their illiteracy and read the completed act aloud
for them. The notary’s signature at the end of an act (accompanied by those of “two
witnesses here residing”) represented at that time, as it does today, the government’s
legal guarantee of the act’s validity, i.e., that the party or parties had actually appeared
before the notary on the recorded date and sworn that all the information they had
supplied to him for inclusion in the document – such as what sum of money would
change or had already changed hands – was true and correct. Through the intercession of
the notary, what would otherwise be a private agreement is legally witnessed by society,
and the document itself passes into the public domain.
The Coutume de Paris (that particular strain of French Civil Law which Louis
XIII chose for North America and his other overseas colonies) as practiced in 18th
century Louisiana was rather egalitarian for the times. Under its “community property”
system, for example, female colonists had considerable rights regarding extradotal
monies and property that they brought into a marriage. Women who had reached the age
of majority could buy and sell property – albeit, in the case of married ones, with a
husband’s consent – as could freed slaves of both sexes. The law was especially attentive
to the welfare of minor children of deceased colonists, as evidenced by what might be
considered the quintessential notarial document from the colonial period, the succession.
To provide these minor heirs with the greatest possible financial advantage (or so the
formulaic reasoning went), the law invoked an assembly of “seven relatives or, absent
such, friends” (the number might vary). At these “family meetings,” summarily recorded
by the Royal Notary in his dual function of Greffier, or Clerk of Court (and signed by all

those assembled who could sign), a tutor or tutrix (i.e., guardian) and sub-tutor would be
elected for the minors, and financial decisions made based on the status of the deceased’s
estate. If an inventory and statement of account had shown an estate to be in debt – or if a
widow (often herself an emancipated minor) was not up to the task of managing her
deceased husband’s plantation until their children came of age, or if there were multiple
children from multiple marriages, or other circumstances forcing the paths of inheritance
– a public estate auction would be conducted by the Huissier, or civil sheriff.
This adjudication of property, or sheriff’s sale, was thought to be the most
profitable way of liquidating an estate. Such sales were publicized by the Huissier –
who doubled as the Crieur, or Town Crier – who would cry out the announcement at
every intersection of the city, and post it on three consecutive Sundays “à la principale
porte de l’église parossiale à l’issue de la grand’messe” – on the front door of the parish
church (site of today’s St. Louis Cathedral) at the letting-out of High Mass, a convenient
way of attracting many prospective bidders. Depending on the size and nature of the
estate, bidding might take place at the home of the deceased, or in (or outside) the
Council chambers, or the Clerk’s office, on a given weekday following each of the three
Sunday announcements. Someone who was out-bid on, say, a plantation the first week
had time to mull it over and try again the next – the idea was not to get it over with
quickly, but to raise as much money as possible. And of course, even in the absence of
heirs, minor or major, the same type of auction could be used to raise the largest sums
possible to pay off an estate’s debts. A complete procès verbal of one of these auctions
gives the name of the winning bidder, and how much he or she paid, for every item sold.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
In terms of record-keeping, successions are a special case among notarial
documents – there is in fact no modern notarial act-type called a succession. Successions
are technically court records documenting the outcomes of inheritance cases that can
have taken months or years to fully resolve. A complete succession record will typically
be a combination of notarial acts (such as wills, family meetings, estate inventories, and
acts of sale, which are recorded by a notary) and court documents (principally, the court’s
judgment, which is recorded by the Clerk of Civil Court and, if necessary, the procès
verbal of an estate auction, which is recorded by the Civil Sheriff). Since the early
American period, archiving original court documents related to successions in Orleans
Parish has been the responsibility of the Clerk of Civil Court. Those judgments and
sheriff’s sales archived by a modern notary as part of his or her official books are official
copies of the original court records, often filed together with original, signed notarial acts
on which the judgments have some bearing. In the 19th century, it was not unusual for
notaries to segregate succession records from their purely notarial acts by putting them all
at the back of a volume, or even in separate books (often identified as “probate records”),
as they considered them to be quasi-private family matters. The copious records of the
Spanish colonial notaries, last bound by the WPA in the 1930s, are segregated into two
distinctly labeled series of volumes: “notarial acts” and “court records” (largely
successions). After 200 years, this distinction between notarial records and court records
has come to be though of as normal in New Orleans’ civil law system.

The original disposition of successions and other court documents needs to be
considered when attempting to understand the confusing provenance of New Orleans’
French colonial notarial records, the known, surviving examples of which are housed
both at NONA and at the Old U.S. Mint in New Orleans, part of the Louisiana State
Museum System. The Mint holds the records of the Conseil Supérieur (1718-1769),
French Louisiana’s ruling body, which also served as the colony’s supreme court. The
French colonial notarial acts in that collection, far more numerous than in NONA’s
holdings, are sometimes said to be “subsumed” in the Superior Council’s administrative
and judicial records, but what, exactly, was the relationship between notarial recordkeeping and judicial record-keeping in French colonial New Orleans? What, in a word,
might have been the original arrangement of the records?
We know that in this isolated, royal colony of a few thousand souls, the
distinction between judicial administration of the law and the private world of business
contracts was not clearly delineated the way it is in the modern system: for example,
before selling property, colonists had to petition the Superior Council for the King’s de
facto permission (these original petitions, along with the Council’s affirmative responses,
are included as attachments to many of NONA’s colonial acts of sale). Moreover, as
mentioned above, New Orleans’ Notaire royal doubled as the Greffier, official recorder
of the Superior Council’s administrative and court minutes, both civil and criminal.
Consider estate inventories: since the early American period, these have been the
exclusive domain of notaries public, but French Superior Council members on their way
to preside over estate inventories were formulaically quoted as saying that they were
accompanied by the “notaire et greffier du Conseil,” and when signing the document that
he (or an assistant) had written to record such an inventory, this individual might identify
himself as the notaire, as the greffier, as both, or, sometimes, as notaire on one page and
greffier on another. The Spanish, too, would allow one man to serve as both royal notary
and royal clerk. Under the circumstances, a confusion or overlapping of identities, roles,
and functions is not hard to imagine.
We also know that French colonial notaries archived their notarial acts in their
own cabinets (rooms in their homes designated as offices), because they had to be able to
produce them on demand and read them to the marginally literate public for whom they
had been created. But where did these same men, who were also the greffiers, archive the
succession records they created for the Superior Council? Was the notary’s office
considered the safest and most expedient location for both? The greffier of course took
minutes in the Superior Council chambers, in a public building where the original court
records could have been archived. The original criminal court minutes, and civil court
minutes apart from successions, may have been housed there – a subject for additional
research – but as far as succession records are concerned, we have reasonably direct
evidence that this was not the case.
One colonial document housed at NONA is a procès verbal (followed by a formal
complaint) addressed to the Council in 1735 by the Royal Notary Michel Rossard over
the actions of one of his clients, the Widow de La Chaise. According to the procès
verbal, the woman comes to see Rossard (who addresses himself to the Council as its
greffier) at his home and demands that he read her the sentence arbitralle (judgment of
possession) from her late husband’s succession – it seems she strongly disagrees with the
financial judgment rendered by the Council. Rossard reports that he goes into his cabinet,

produces this court document, and begins to read it to her. Could this have been a copy
kept at his home for such occasions, and not the original court document? Rossard does
not call it a copy, he calls it “la dite sentence arbitralle” – the said judgment of
possession – and his language is very precise: elsewhere in the procès verbal, he takes the
trouble to specifically identify a completely unrelated Council document (one which a
runner had brought to his home for him to sign) as being “une coppie collationnée” – a
collated copy. He also notes that the judgment is signed by the widow and “all the rest”
(copies often lack original party signatures). NONA in fact possesses much of the
original succession record of Jacques de La Chaise, including what we have strong reason
to believe (see “Letter from the Archivist,” above) is that very same sentence arbitralle
which Rossard read to the widow, the very same piece of paper: all the signatures are
original, not just the greffier’s, and there is no indication of its being a “collated copy” or
anything other than the original judgment.
A further strong suggestion that the notary would have housed at least some of the
court’s original documents in his home is provided by the formal complaint, in which
Rossard reiterates the events recounted in the procès verbal: Rossard states that Madame
de La Chaise “est venue au Greffe” – came to the Clerk of Court’s office – to demand the
reading, but the narrative is otherwise unchanged, including the fact that Monsieur de St.
Martin is chatting with Rossard’s wife in her room when he hears them arguing: clearly,
Rossard’s home, his cabinet, and the greffe were one and the same.
Almost all of the colonial succession records at NONA seem to be originals,
signed by the notaire/greffier and the various interested parties, with only the occasional
document lacking original signatures or clearly marked as a copy. The French colonial
records’ ex post facto system of parenthetical numbering, shared by the two
complementary sets of French colonial records at NONA and at The Mint, makes no
modern distinction between notarial acts and court documents related to successions. The
implication is that the records’ arranger at the time they were numbered attached no
importance to such a distinction, either.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Their archivist when they were numbered was in fact Pierre Pedesclaux’s son and
notarial successor, Philippe Pedesclaux, and the time was 1826. On April 7 of that year,
the Louisiana Legislature passed an act aimed at saving the French colonial records from,
as they understood it, the decay and disorganization to which they had become subject in
the younger Pedesclaux’s office. The act provided funds for the records to be arranged,
numbered, and indexed specifically by one of Pedesclaux’s young notarial apprentices,
the politically connected Felix Percy. Percy sat down with around 40,000 folios of French
colonial notarial records and wrote a number in parentheses at the top of each page – an
“upper” number – recto and verso – where there was usually room. If not, he simply put
it to one side or wrote over any text that might be in the way. (The wording of the
legislative act might also explain why Percy took the very unusual step of giving numbers
to the versos – he was paid one penny per numbered page.) On the first page of each act,
in the left margin underneath the “heading” (date, party names, act type), Percy also
wrote a separate parenthetical number, a “lower” number, whose modern equivalent
would be the act number. It may be telling that, although working in an era when, as

mentioned, succession records were commonly segregated by notaries, Percy gave
successions the same status in the French colonial arrangement as notarial acts, writing a
“lower” number on the cover sheet of each succession document and interfiling the two.
Philippe Pedesclaux died later in that same year, 1826, and the inventory of his
records indicates that there had been two sets of colonial records in his possession: 26
boxes of French records (1702-1770) which Percy had arranged and numbered pursuant
to the legislative act, and “sundry bundles of papers, being civil and criminal audiences
had under the former governments of Louisiana” from 1723 to 1803 (thus including the
Spanish court records) which Percy had not numbered. Again, we see evidence of the
tendency to separate notarial records from court minutes, but to include one special
category of court records, successions, among the former.
Percy did not include all the French colonial records in the 26 boxes in his
parenthetical numbering system, perhaps due to constraints of time and money: he had
one year to complete the task (although the above-mentioned inventory implies that he
had finished by August), and could not earn more than $1,000. Perhaps more important,
since the Legislature was primarily concerned with “documents affecting the rights of
property in this state,” Percy may not have bothered with numbering some of the earliest
records, thought to have only “historical value.” The earliest parenthetical page numbers
seen on the extant documents, in the 5,000 range, do not appear until around 1733, some
fifteen years after the notary Jean-Baptiste Raguet began keeping records. The numbers
on NONA’s records end in the 82,000 range in the year 1769, written on the final Frenchlanguage acts of Jean-Baptiste Garic, the last of the French royal notaries in New Orleans
(who immediately thereafter, under Spanish rule, began creating notarial acts in Spanish
as Juan Bautista Garic).
The legislative act of 1826 required Percy to number the records according to a
chronological arrangement, and to create an alphabetical index for use by Pedesclaux and
any future archivists. To our knowledge this 19th century index, like any 18th century
register which may have been employed by the French colonial notaries themselves, is
lost (if it was ever created). As mentioned above, Percy’s parenthetical-number
arrangement for the most part respects chronological order. Certain inconsistencies can
be attributed to the nature of successions, which can stretch out over years or even
decades – sometimes these chronologically disparate succession documents are lumped
together under a single “lower number,” sometimes they are arranged discretely by year.
There are also some acts which, although intellectually separated by years, are physically
contiguous, written on the same sheet of paper, because they involve the re-sale of a
single piece of property or continuation of a certain individual’s or family’s business:
evidently, the French notaries who created them felt this thematic connection to be a
more important ordering principle than sheer chronological order in at least some cases
(economy does not seem to have been a factor, judging by the number of blank, unused
pages among the records). And there were almost certain to be clerical and arrangement
errors involved in such a huge project. Percy seems to have simply identified the date of
execution of certain acts when it was already too late to assign them a chronologically
consistent page number.
Whatever numbering errors Percy may have committed, we are nevertheless
extremely grateful to him, and to the 1826 Legislature, because of what happened later.
Another legislative act, of March 12, 1860, required that the colonial records “now in the

hands of H. Pedesclaux and Octave deArmas, Notaries Public of the city of New Orleans,
be delivered to the State Librarian” in Baton Rouge, but this never happened. During the
Civil War, the French colonial records became separated and scattered all over the
country (many allegedly pilfered by Union soldiers). Some, those which are the subject
of this guide, wound up at NONA after its creation in 1867; others, the vast majority, had
by the end of the 19th century been recovered through the efforts of the Louisiana
Historical Society. They were then housed at the Cabildo (the Spanish city hall, located
next to St. Louis Cathedral), where they would remain for most of the 20th century before
being moved to their current home in The Mint. The great advantage of Percy’s
parenthetical numbers is that, in the absence of any original register or comprehensive
index, they let us know with a fair degree of certainty how to put the two sets of French
colonial records back together, and how many are still missing.
Researchers will also notice that there is a secondary system of ex post facto
numbering, not in Percy’s hand, which has the abbreviation “No.” followed by a two-,
three-, or four-digit number, increasing as time goes on. These numbers are written on
some of the records from the 1720s and early 1730s, on some of Garic’s last acts in
French in 1768 and 1769 as he was making the transition to Spanish, and on a smattering
of other records during and after the French colonial period, but the instances of these
represent only a small, small fraction of the instances of Percy’s parenthetical numbers.
Many acts, but not all, also have an “f” (folio?) number on the first page under the
headings (parts of which themselves do not all appear to have been written
contemporaneously with the creation of the acts), and since multiple acts can have the
same “f”-number, it may have been a reference to a register page where the entry for that
act could be found.
Which system – parenthetical numbers, “No.” numbers, “f” numbers – comes
closest to reflecting the French colonial notaries’ original arrangement of the records?
The essentially chronological order arrived at by Percy, with certain, unavoidable
instances of human error and inconsistency, probably comes pretty near the mark. It is
certainly plausible: it describes the arrangement of many of New Orleans’ 19th and early
20th century notarial records as well. All we can say for certain is this: to attempt to draw
a sharp distinction between the arrangement and archiving of French colonial notarial
acts and of court records relating to them, especially successions, would be an
anachronism, because in the French colonial period, this distinction was far more of a
formality than a practical reality.

French Colonial Records
Alphabetical index by first party names
KEY- dit names given in parentheses, e.g., “(dit St. Germain).”
- variant spellings given in brackets, e.g., “Roman[d/t]” (the name occurs as “Roman,” “Romand,” and “Romant”).
- best guess given in brackets with question mark, e.g., [Jean?].
- p.o.a. = “power of attorney.”
ACT DATE ACT TYPE

NOTARY

LOWER PAGE#

UPPER PAGE#

Adam

FIRST PARTY NAME
John

Bruce

George

10/21/1765 sale of ship

Garic, JeanBaptiste

9139

79028-79033

Amelot

George

pending

pending

02/25/1738 succession

Henri, Nicolas

2277

9427-9432

Ancard (dit L'Abbé)

Geneviève Joachim
Viger Hirier
Pierre and MarieJeanne (his daughter)
[Jean?]

Hirier (minors)

not given (minors)

04/07/1765 separation of
community
09/24/1765 procuration

Garic, JeanBaptiste

9065

78593-78612

Garic, JeanBaptiste

9113

78912-78913

02/14/1765 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste ("greffier")

8915

76659-76683

03/18/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2308

9626-9628

09/24/1765 succession

(Garic, JeanBaptiste, "greffier")

9111

78905-78908

09/23/1765 succession

(Garic, JeanBaptiste, "greffier")

9110

78901-78904

02/06/1766 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

9819

80534-80635

09/23/1765 succession

(Garic, JeanBaptiste, "greffier")

9109

78897-78900

08/24/1765 succession

none (Maison,
Joseph, "huissier")

9080

78754-78762

11/11/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste ("greffier")

8839

75166-75172

12/20/1765 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

9181

79309-79327

12/20/1745 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4122

27021-27022

Arostigui
Bar[t] (dit Lionnais),
succession of
Barbin and Voisin
Barré, succession of

SECOND PARTY NAME

Nicolas-Godefroy and
Pierre
Marie-Joseph Daigle
Roman[d/t]
Marie-Joseph Daigle
Roman[d/t]
Jean-Baptiste-Eugène

Trevoux and Lagrèze not given (Mr.)
Bar[t] (minor, tutor:
Pierre Clermont)
Aufrère

not given (minor
daughter)
Antoine

Baudrau (dit Graveline)

Jean-Baptiste

Roman[d/t] and Barré Marie-Joseph, et al.
(children of deceased)
Roman[d/t] and Barré Marie-Joseph, et al.
(children of deceased)
Barré (minors)
not given (3 minor
children); Alexandre
Roman[d/t] and Barré Marie-Joseph, et al.
(children of deceased)
Roman[d/t] and Barré Marie-Joseph, et al.
(children of deceased)
Bart (minor, tutor: Mr. not given (minor
Clermont)
daughter)
Baudouin Dessalle
not given (children of
deceased)
Brasilié [Brazelier]
Jean-Baptiste

Baudrau, succession of

Jean-Baptiste

Baudrau

Catherine

07/02/1762 succession

Broutin, François

8207

67386-67392

Bauré

Alexandre

Bauré

Pierre

04/03/1759 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

7414

56858-56863

Beaune [Bonne]

Albert de

Lerable (dit St.
Lorent)

Laurent

01/05/1745 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

3940

25376-25377

Barré, succession of
Barré, succession of
Barré, succession of
Barré, succession of
Bart (dit Lionnais),
succession of
Baudouin Desalle

Marie-Joseph Daigle
Roman[d/t]
Marie-Joseph Daigle
Roman[d/t]
Jacques
Honoré

FIRST PARTY NAME

SECOND PARTY NAME

ACT DATE ACT TYPE

NOTARY

LOWER PAGE#

UPPER PAGE#

8829

75126-75136

Beaupré, succession of

Joseph

none

none

11/07/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

Beaurel [Borel]

Pierre Buché

Bunel

Jean-Dominique

03/07/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8109

66906-66909

Belard [Blard] (dit St.
Louis) (widow of), et al.
Belille

Renée Gourmy
[Gourmil?], et al.
François Simart

Latil

Alexandre de

05/15/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8168

67262-67267

Brosset

Michel

04/01/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2322

9666-9668

Bequam [=Beckam?]

not given

not given

10/05/1765 "ship protest"

none

none

79000

Berlingue

not given

Dumas and
Griaumard
none

none

10/15/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

8816

75067-75068

Bernard

Louis

Jean-Nicolas

06/07/1748 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4553

31460-31463

Bienville and Salmon

Nicolas

Henri, Nicolas

2473

10577-10579

Billaud

J.-B. Le Moyne de
and Edmé de
Louis de

Broutin, François

8251

68595-68597

Bobé Descloseaux
(p.o.a.= Derneville)
Boby (dit Beausoleil)

not given (JeanBaptiste-Claude?)
Claude-Cyprien

Henri, Nicolas

4530

31285...31289

Broutin, François

8299

68836, 68838

Vixner [Vigner,
Wichner?]
Chauvin de
LaFrenière
royal treasurer

none

Duhommel

Louis-Charles

10/31/1738 exchange of
property
01/16/1759 promissory note
(07/28/1762)
05/03/1748 sale of property

Chavoy

Benoist Payen de

12/03/1762 sale of property

Boby (dit Beausoleil),
Claude-Cyprien
succession of
Bonnabel, succession of Antonio

Boby (minor, tutor:
Nicolas Ducré)
Pardo, et al.

not given (minor
08/17/1765 succession
daughter of deceased)
Ambrocio, et al.
08/04/1800 succession

(Garic, JeanBaptiste, "notaire
et greffier")
Ximenes, Carlos

9074

78653-78704

none [No. 93]

none [ff 1--29]

Botson

Claude

Hubert (dit LaCroix)

Daniel

05/08/1748 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4534

31295-31296

Bouché de Grandpré

Louis

Nicolas

02/19/1748 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4488

31111-31115

Bouché de Montbrun,
succession of
Bouffler (dit Dupré)

Jean-Baptiste

Ducret (dit
Belhumeur)
none

none

05/28/1748 succession

4546

31332-31352

Jacques

Saulet

Thomas

01/08/1762 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas and
Chantalou,
Augustin
Chantalou,
Augustin

8059

66704-66706

Bourgeois, succession of Charles

pending

pending

12/18/1738 succession

Henri, Nicolas

2500

10682-10686

Braquier

François

Jacquelin

Jacques

10/14/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

8274

68701-68702

Braud

D. [Denis?]

Braquier

not given (Mr.)

03/26/1762 "ship protest"

8125

67026-67036

Broutin

François

Jacquelin

Jacques

03/08/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin
("greffier")
Chantalou,
Augustin

8112

66988-66992

Broutin, succession of

Ignace

de La Ronde

Madeleine Broutin

04/10/1765 succession

none (Maison,
Joseph, "huissier")

9069

78619-78647

Bunel

Dominique

Bunel (minors)

not given

08/03/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

none

74726-74749

FIRST PARTY NAME

SECOND PARTY NAME

ACT DATE ACT TYPE

NOTARY

LOWER PAGE#

UPPER PAGE#

2427

10143-10187

Bunel, succession of

Antoine

Bunel

Jean-Dominique

09/13/1735 succession

Henri, Nicolas

Cacadier Dusigne

Gilbert

Harang

Louis

11/26/1745 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4111

26980-26982

Calais

Simon

Lamathe

Nicolas

12/24/1762 sale of property

8308

68865-68866

Caminada

François

Toussaint

[Ange?]

01/16/1762 sale of property

Benoist, (not
given) (Pointe
Coupée)
Chantalou,
Augustin

8068[a]

66733-66735

Caminada

François

Feneton (dit Cavalier) Jean

04/05/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8132

67075-67077

Caminada

François

Schauff

Antoine

11/25/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

8274

68826-68827

Caminada

François

Jung

André

01/23/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8075

66761-66763

Caminada (p.o.a: Mr.
Pichard)
Carlier [Callier]

[François?]

Chiloc

André

11/08/1764 sale of property

Garic, JeanBaptiste

8833

75144-75150

Jean

Dauphin

Jean-Joseph

12/26/1737 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

none

10681

none

none

03/19/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste ("greffier")

8656

72808-72812

Péry

Gérard

11/02/1738 lease of property

Henri, Nicolas

2475

10584-10586

not given (Mr.)
[François?] de
François [de]

Cauë (minors, tutor:
Huchet de Kernion)
Piot de Launay

not given (5 minor
children of deceased)
Louis-Alexandre

04/06/1765 succession

(Garic, JeanBaptiste, "greffier")

9062

78508...78565

02/06/1748 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4477

31058-31062

François-Louis de, et
al.
Mathurin

DuBreuil, et al.

not given (eldest son),
et al.
[illegible]

11/07/1744 [minutes Superior
Council]
08/22/1747 pending

(Henri, Nicolas?
"greffier")

none

none

[Henri, Nicolas]

4335

29257-29260

Pierre

05/27/1748 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

none

29???-?????

not given (minors)

10/15/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

8818

75071-75079

not given (minors)

04/27/1764 succession

Labanière, (not
given) (Illinois)

8688

73184-73193

Carmouche (dit Lorrain), Jean
succession of
Carrière
Joseph
Cauë
Caüe
Caüe, et al.
Cendret

Cendret (p.o.a: Jacques Mathurin
Enould de Livaudais)
Chaloche, succession of Antoine

Cendret

Chancelier, succession
of
Chancelier, succession
of
Chancelier, succession
of
Chantalou

Louis

Olivier Devezin [Du
Vezin?]
Danois (minors,
tutor: the deceased)
Chancelier (minors)

Louis

Chancelier (minors)

not given (minors)

01/05/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste ("greffier")

8565

71226...71291

Louis

04/19/1765 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

8971

77049-77050

Augustin

Chancelier (minors, not given (minors)
tutor: Pierre Daspit)
Roussau [Rousseau] Nicolas

06/01/1748 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4548

31365-31369

Chaperon

not given (Mr.)

(Vaillant)

(not given (Mr.))

02/10/1761 deposit

Chantalou,
Augustin

none

64537-64538

Chaperon

Joseph

Simars de Bellile

François

10/01/1745 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4066

26836-26837

FIRST PARTY NAME

SECOND PARTY NAME

ACT DATE ACT TYPE

LOWER PAGE#

UPPER PAGE#

Henri, Nicolas
("greffier")

NOTARY

none

9224-9225

Chantalou,
Augustin

none

72650...72668

Chaperon

Joseph

none

none

Chapron

Joseph

Chapron

Jacques

10/09/1737 petition/permit to
sell
10/04/1760 sale of property

Chapron

Jacques

Catoir[e]

Antoine

06/04/1764 sale of property

Garic, JeanBaptiste

8720

73423-73424

Chapron

Jacques

Frilou (dit St. Eloy)

Michel

Garic, JeanBaptiste

none

none ["No. 2151"]

Chapron, succession of

Joseph

none

none

07/06/1767 exchange of
property
03/13/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste ("greffier")

8641

72669-72686

Chastellier

Marie-Tesrèse

Beauregard

Toutan

03/09/1764 retrocession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

8646

72759

Chavanne

not given (Mr. de)

Jean

05/17/1734 deposit

pending

[2512]

10904

Chenet (dit St. Martin)

François

Minge (represented
by Joseph Blanpin)
Caminada

François

Chantalou,
Augustin

8075

66760-66761

Cheval

Louis

none

none

01/23/1762 sale of property
(twice)
12/24/1745 testament

Henri, Nicolas

4125

27043-27045

Cheval, succession of

Francisco [François]

Hubert

01/09/1793 succession

(Broutin, François)

none

none [ff. 159-165]

Chevallier (succession)

Andrée

Donuay [Doneway?;
Daunoy?], widow of
(Chancellier)

(Louis)

01/14/1761 declaration

Chantalou,
Augustin

7821

63450

Cicart [Sicard?]

Louis

Grandmaison

Jean-Baptiste

01/16/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8068

66731-66732

Cicart [Sicard?]

Louis

Grandmaison

Jean-Baptiste

01/16/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8067

66729-66730

Constant, succession of

Jacques

Jean-Baptiste

12/10/1792 succession

Parent, Charles

none

none [ff. 35 - 40]

Corail (p.o.a: François
Braquier)
Cornwell

not given (Mr.)

Plest (testamentary
executor)
Moulin and Olivier

Etienne and Mathurin

06/08/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8182

67314-67315

Joseph Creu

none

none

05/21/1800 declaration

Pedesclaux, Pedro

none

none

Coustillas (p.o.a: Gérard Jacques de
Péry)
Couturier
Pierre

Petit de Livilliers

not given (Mr.)

01/19/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2250

9268-9272

DuHommel

04/28/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8151

67165-67167

Couturier

Joseph-François

none

Catherine Chauvin
LaFrenière
none

01/15/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas
("greffier")

none

9471-9472

Crémont, succession of

none

none

03/13/1737 succession

Henri, Nicolas

none

7965-8156

Cresp

Charles-François
Cullot de
André

Favrot

Joseph de

08/04/1738 sale of property

2393

9994-9996

Dallemand

Dominique

Morsier

François de

12/10/1745 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas;
Barrois,
Gassiepard
Henri, Nicolas

4117

27003-27007

Darby

Jonathan

Barbin

Nicolas-Godefroy

05/17/1745 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4010

26589-26590

FIRST PARTY NAME

SECOND PARTY NAME

NOTARY

UPPER PAGE#

07/08/1766 succession

none

81127-81138

12/17/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2499

10675-10678

not given [VincentGuillaume ?]
Jean-Joseph

Prévost

Dauseville

[Raimond?] Amyaut

Bouché de Grandpré Louis

07/15/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2371

9901-9902

Dauterive

Bernard

Dorville

Joseph LaMolère

06/09/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8183

67316-67318

Daymau[d]

Thomas

(Benoît)

(wife of)

05/15/1747 declaration

[Henri, Nicolas]

4371

29392

DeCuir

Etienne

LaCour

Nicolas

09/16/1745 sale of property

Patin, [Antoine?]
(Pointe Coupée)

4060

26814-26815

Delande ("père")

Jean

LeMelle ("fils")

François

01/12/1761 sale of property

7820

63447-63449

Desormeaux

Jean-Baptiste

Champion

Louis

07/26/1762 sale of property

Bouchart, M.[=
Michel?] (German
Coast)
Broutin, François

8248

68546-68549

Destrehan, succession of Jean-Baptiste

Destrehan (minors)

not given (minors)

02/28/1765 succession

Garic. JeanBaptiste

none

76759-76760

Detroyes

Antoine-Joseph

Bourcier (dit Contois) Pierre

07/21/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

8241

68521-68223

Devergés

Pierre

Bernard

01/14/1761 release

63461-63462

François

François

05/19/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin (1765 =
J.-B. Garic)
Chantalou,
Augustin

7823

Doriocourt

Devergés (father of
party 1)
Caminada

8172

67280-67281

Drouet

Jean-Baptiste

none

none

06/26/1765 testament

Garic, JeanBaptiste

9026

77220-77222

Drouet, succession of

Jean-Baptiste

Garic, JeanBaptiste

9032

77299-7731[4]

Dubois

Gabriel-Joseph

Rivoire (testamentary Laurent
07/02/1765 succession
executor)
Duvezin
Pierre-François-Olivier 07/05/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

8210

67399-67400

Dubreuil

Claude-Joseph Villars

Payen de Noyan

Giles-Augustin

10/31/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2474

10580-10583

Dumas (dit L'Empileur)

Gilbert

Charpentier

Pierre

03/24/1759 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

7411

56840-56845

Dumet, succession of

not given (Mr.)

not given

10/12/1765 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

9131

78993-78999

Dumo[nt de Montigny]

J[ean]-F[rançois]B[enjamin]
not given (Mr.)

not given (estate's
creditors)
[Dauphin]

Jean-Joseph

01/19/1737 petition

none

none

10680

Dupré (dit Terrebonne),
succession of
Durantais

Jacques
Etienne

Bardon, et al.
(bidders)
Dupré (dit
Terrebonne)
Ricard

Duvergé [Duverger]

Pierre

Dubois

not given [ClaudeJoseph?]
Jean-Baptiste

LOWER PAGE#

none

Dauberville, succession
of
Dauphin ("fils")

Duplessy

Villars Dubreuil

ACT DATE ACT TYPE

not given (bidders)

12/28/1764 sale of property

none (Maison,
Joseph, "huissier")

none ["No. 1852"] none

Jacques, et al. (major
and minor children)
Pierre

03/10/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

8647

72760-72778

08/06/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2398

10007-10010

Gabriel-Joseph

07/02/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

8206

67384-67385

FIRST PARTY NAME

SECOND PARTY NAME

ACT DATE ACT TYPE

NOTARY

LOWER PAGE#

UPPER PAGE#

8269

68686-68687

Duvergé[r?]

Pierre

Laporte

Jean-Baptiste

09/27/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

Duvernay

Louis

Boissier

François

06/30/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

8204

67379-67380

Duvivier

Jean

Lalande

Pierre-Antoine

02/03/1763 sale of property

Broutin, François

8335

68987-68988

Elstab

Frédéric

Ducarpe

Jean-Baptiste

02/02/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8082

66790-66794

Favet (dit Vivarent)

Louis

Jean-Claude

07/16/1761 sale of property

63457-63460

Joseph de

Marie-Françoise

10/09/1738 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin; Roujot,
Jean-Baptiste
Henri, Nicolas

[7822]

Favrot

Mortalle (p.o.a:
Antoine Olivier)
Robinet (minor)

2441

10419-10421

Feneton (dit Cavalier)

Jean

Antoine

05/08/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8163

67212-67214

Feneton (dit Cavalier)

Jean

Marim [Morin?] (dit
Portugais)
LaMotte [Lamothe?]

Jacques

04/26/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8149

67158-67161

Fenouillot (dit Moron),
succession of
Ferbos, succession of

Jean

none

none

05/05/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste ("greffier")

8642

72687-72700

Ducros

Joseph

04/03/1765 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste ("greffier")

8958

76935-76947

Filassier

Raymon[d]
[Rémon/Raïmon/etc.]
Etienne

Lefèbvre

Philiphe

01/21/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2259

9350-9353

Fleuriau

Charles-Jean-Baptiste

Reggio

François de

02/03/1761 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

7837

64526-64528

Fleuriau

Charles-Jean-Baptiste

Petit

Joseph

05/07/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8160

67200-67204

Fortier

Michel

none

none

01/30/1761 declaration

Chantalou,
Augustin

7832

64510-64511

Gallot

François-Jullien

Arnaud

François

10/11/1745 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4069

26845-26847

Galvez

Bernardo de

none

none

10/06/1778 none

none

none

none

Gonzall[e]

Jean

Roquigny

Jacques

05/13/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2345

9791-9794

Gourdon (widow of),
succession of
Graillard (dit LaPierre)

Gracie[use?] de
Villeneuve
Pierre

Gourdon (minors)

02/12/1766 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

9964

81366-81399

Hery (dit Duplanty)

not given [Brigitte?],
et al. (minors)
François

03/15/1745 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

3995

26540-26541

Grandmaison

Jean-Baptiste

Caminada

François

07/21/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

(8219)

67430-67432

Grenot

Simon

Broutin

François

03/20/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8121

67013-67016

Ursuline Nuns

none

03/11/1748 donation

Henri, Nicolas

4500

31158-31161

Cazelar

Jean-Baptiste

02/08/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8087

66811-66814

Héber[t] (dite Ste Marie), Charlotte-Ursule
Sister St. Xavier
Hinard
Jean

FIRST PARTY NAME

SECOND PARTY NAME

ACT DATE ACT TYPE

NOTARY

LOWER PAGE#

UPPER PAGE#

8868

75299-75302

12/26/1764 sale of property

Jacques

Messrs. Laforcade & not given
D'Argenton
Duvergé[r?]
Pierre

Garic, JeanBaptiste

09/27/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

8270

68688-68689

Joyet, succession of

François

creditors of estate

none

none

none

none

Judice

Louis

Caminada

François

03/14/1816 meeting of
creditors
04/16/1759 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

7421

56897-56899

Jung

André

Feneton (dit Cavalier) Jean

05/10/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8165

67217-67219

Jung

André

Langlois

François

02/10/1761 sale of propert

Chantalou,
Augustin

7838

64539-64540

Jung

André

Caminada

François

07/19/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

8224

67443-67452

Jung

André

Ducarpe

Jean-Baptiste

01/27/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8077

66771-66773

Kiercereau (dit Gregoire) Gilette Le Beau

Caron

Jean

06/20/1738 sale of property

2356

9854-9859

Labarré

Unknown

Unknown

01/01/1825 Civil Suit

Henri, Nicolas;
[Boussellier?],
Jérome (Illinois)
Unknown

none [No. 14]

Gabrielle-Alexandrine
(minor), et al.
Antoine

01/08/1735 succession

Rossard, Michel

2512

none (cover
sheet)
10882...10990

03/04/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2292

9499-9500

Jacquelin

Jacques

Jolly

Domique

LaChaise, succession of Jacques de
LaCoste

Jean

de La Chaise
(minor), et al.
Patin (dit Belaire)

Lafleur

Manuel

Picou

Urbain

05/27/1748 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4543

31321-31324

LaFrenière, succession
of
LaGautrais

not given

LeBretton

not given (Mr.)

none

none

none

Pierre-René Harpain
de
LaPommeraye (widow of) Jeanne Trudeau de

Bienvenu

Marie-Louise

10/06/1757 none [courrt
record]
01/24/1761 marriage contract

Chantalou,
Augustin

7831

63489...63509

Roussillon

Guillaume

05/05/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8158

67188-67189

Laporte

Jean-Baptiste

Revoil

Pierre

02/09/1761 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

7837[a]

64532-64536

LaPrairie (widow of)

Marie-Jeanne

not given (Mr.) de

10/23/1745 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4076

26864-26867

Larche (minor)

Julie

St. Martin Jaury de
Quibery
none

none

01/24/1761 inventory

Chantalou,
Augustin

7830

63485-63488

LaSonde (widow of)

not given (Widow)

Pierre

10/02/1737 sale of property

"sous seign privé"

none

10679

Latil

Alexandre

Jacques

08/09/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

8257

68613-68614

Latil

Alexander de

not given (Mr.)

01/08/1761 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

7816

63426-63429

Latil, succession of

Marie-Renée de
LaChaise Moran[d/t]

Alexandre de

01/30/1765 succession

none (Maison,
Joseph, "huissier")

8899

75434-75470

not given (Pierre,
"free Negro")
Jacquelin
Fagot [de] La
Garcinière
Latil

FIRST PARTY NAME

SECOND PARTY NAME

ACT DATE ACT TYPE

NOTARY

LOWER PAGE#

UPPER PAGE#

none

none

8224

67443...67452

Lautten[?]

John

Pitot

James

04/27/1812 procuration

Lavaud (p.o.a: Bernard
Lavaud)
Lavaud (p.o.a: Bernard
Lavaud)
Lavaud (p.o.a: Bernard
Lavaud)
Lavaud (p.o.a: Denis
Braud)
Laveau

François

Jung

André

07/12/1762 sale of property

Petit, AntoineJean-Louis (of
Vabre, France)
Broutin, François

François

Lambert

Nicolas

07/12/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

8220

67433-67435

François

Grandmaison

Jean-Baptiste

07/12/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

8219

67429-67430

Bernard

Caminada

François

08/17/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

8260

68627-68628

Jean-Baptiste

DeLaHoussaye

09/20/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

8268

68681-68685

Lavergne

Marie-Jeanne Laclef

Lavergne (minors)

Paul-Augustin
LePelletier
not given (minors)

01/25/1765 succession

none (Maison,
Joseph, "huissier")

8889

75407-75411

Millet

René-Antoine

01/13/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2245

9244-9247

Leblanc (minor, tutor: Louis-Charles
Mr. de Macarty)
LeSassier
Charles

06/25/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

8737

74577-74603

10/16/1747 sale of property

[Henri, Nicolas]

4447

30704-30705

Pierre

03/06/1759 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

7404

56699-56705

Antoine

03/27/1762 sale of property

8128

67058-67059

not given [Gabriel?]
(minors)
Claude

08/06/1765 succession

Benoist, (not
given) (Pointe
Coupée)
Garic, JeanBaptiste

8959

76948-77001

07/23/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2410

10086-10087

LeBel (dit [Le?] Parisien) Anne-Marie Landarille
[Landry?]
Leblanc, succession of Cézar
LeBretton

Louis-Cézard

LeCosset

Jean

LeDoux

Pierre

Beaurel [Baurel,
Borel]
Bordelon

LeDoux, succession of

Antoine

LeDoux (minors)

LeJeune and Vien[s]

Michel and Michel

Villars Dubreuil

Lemelle

François

François, et al.

11/16/1765 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

9156

79163-79182

Lemelle (dit Bellegarde)

François

Lemelle (children of
deceased)
Jahan[t]

François

10/15/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2447

10437-10439

LeNormand

Marin

Antoine

05/04/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8157

67185-67187

Lerable (dit St. Laurent)

Jean-BaptisteFrançois
Laurent

Antoine

04/17/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8138

67099-67104

LeSassier

Charles

Marmajoux (dit
Brasse-au-vent)
Lange

(Mlle) Marie-Rose

02/13/1748 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4447

30705-30706

Liddle

William

not given

not given

08/06/1823 mortgage

none

none

none

Livet

Marie-Thérèze Dupré
Colley
Jacques

Petit (dit St.Joseph)

Joseph

Henri, Nicolas

4058

26810-26812

Joannier [Jouannier]

Jacques

09/14/1745 sale of property;
rental of house
09/09/1745 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4055

26799-26800

Jaffre (dit La Liberté) Bertrand

04/21/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2334

9742-9746

Livet
Lobjoy [(dit Bellair)?]

Catherine Giouiegou
[Gigot]

FIRST PARTY NAME

SECOND PARTY NAME

ACT DATE ACT TYPE

LOWER PAGE#

UPPER PAGE#

Broutin, François

NOTARY

8293

68824-68825

Pedesclaux;
Quiñones;
Ximenes
Garic, JeanBaptiste

none [No. 932]

none [ff. 13-271]

9152

79075-79121

Lorain (dit St. Jean)

François

Caminada

François

Loriot

Pierre

Loriot (minors)

Angelique, et al.

10/24/1762 exchange of
property
06/13/1789 succession

Lorne [Lorsne] (dit
Dupont), succession of
Lorsne [Lorne] (dit
Dupon[t]), succession of
Macarty

Jeanne-Marie Graciet
LeDret
Jacques

Forstal, et al.
(creditors)
none

not given

11/12/1765 succession

none

10/24/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

8819

75081-75090

Jung

André

05/08/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8164

67215-67216

Macarty

Augustin

04/23/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

none

72864...72890

Marcantell

not given (Mr.)
Magtigue de
not given [JeanJacques?]
François

not given [Etienne?]

10/12/1765 procuration

79007-79011

Jean-Baptiste

François

02/03/1745 sale of property

(Garic, JeanBaptiste); Benoist
(Pointe Coupée)
Henri, Nicolas

9133

Marly

Vaugine [de
Nuisement?]
Boyer

3972

25460-25462

Marsilly, succession of

Elizabette-Geneviève
Burel Trépagnier de
Pierre

Trépagnier
(emancipated minor)
Mayeux (minors,
tutor: F.Mayeux)
Burdon

Ursule

08/06/1739 succession

(Henri, Nicolas?
"greffier")

2670

11809...11963

Magdaleine and
Marguerite
William

03/19/1748 succession

Patin, [Antoine?]
("greffier")

4507

31192 -31202

10/01/1765 contract

(Garic, JeanBaptiste)

9123

78934-78935

Lefèbvre

Philiphe

01/19/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2251

9273-9276

Louis

08/26/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2415

10152-10153

Macarty, succession of

Mayeux, succession of
McCarty
Meunier

not given (widow, née
Trépagnier)
David

Michel

Jean-Gaspard

Bernard

Mieton

Pierre

05/28/1764 sale of house

Garic, JeanBaptiste

8711

73400-73402

Milhet, succession of

not given

11/04/1764 sheriff's notice

none (Maison,
Joseph, "huissier")

none

75020-75021

02/05/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

8597

71340-71361

Mornière (widow Peuche) Marie

Gruère ("prête-nom": Pascal-Jean-Baptiste
Jacques Bedos)
Milhet (minors, tutor: not given (minors)
Joseph Burat)
Moran[d/t] (minors)
Marie-Felicité
(emancipated minor),
none
none

06/16/1818 succession

DeArmas,
Christoval

none

none

Moro [Moreau?]

Pierre

Longueval

[Michel?] de

68599-68601

Jacques

Naigle (minors)

François and Jacques

8108

66899-66905

Navère (dit Plaisance)

Jean

Colin

François

09/15/1738 sale of property

Benoist, (not
given) (Pointe
Coupée)
Chantalou,
Augustin
("greffier")
Henri, Nicolas

8253

Naigle, succession of

07/30/1760 exchange of
property
03/06/1762 succession

2428

10188-10190

Neyon de Villière

Pierre de

Labanière, (not
given) (Illinois)

9925

81055-81058

Antoine

Etienne Marafret and
Jean
François

09/30/1763 sale of property

Olivier

Layssard and
Lagrange
Roquigny

04/10/1759 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

7418

56886-56890

Olivier Derneville, et al.

Pierre, et al.

none

none

01/01/1818 Index

DeArmas,
Christoval

none

none

Moran[d/t], succession of Charles

FIRST PARTY NAME

SECOND PARTY NAME

Ossemon[t] (dit
Louis
Bourbon), succession of
Panquerne, sucession of Philippe

ACT DATE ACT TYPE

NOTARY

LOWER PAGE#

UPPER PAGE#

4016

26610-26617
none [ff 1...71]

(Verneuil)

(Marie-Anne)

06/27/1748 succession

Henri, Nicolas

Aruet (natural minor
children of deceased)
Paturel (major and
minor children)
Brion

Pierre, et al.

10/20/1800 succession

François, et al.
(others not given)
not given (Mr.)

06/30/1766 succession

Ximenes, Carlos;
Liotau, Louis;
Broutin, Narcisse
Garic, JeanBaptiste

none (No. 99
scratched out)
9884

80847-80862

04/17/1765 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

8970

77033-77048

none

none

12/18/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste ("greffier")

none

75259...75285

not given (Mr.)

08/21/1765 succession

(Garic, JeanBaptiste, "greffier")

9078

78710...78751

Philippe de

06/17/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

8192

67343-67344

Paturel, succession of

not given [Antoine?]

Payen de Chavoy,
succession of
Payen de Chavoy,
succession of
Periche, succession of

not given [PierreBenoît?]
not given [PierreBenoît?]
not given (Mr.)

Petit

Joseph

Antoine, et al.
(bidders)
Grondel

Petit

Simon

Caron

Jacques

08/26/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2413

10098-10099

Petit

Ignace

DeBenac

Etienne

06/14/1746 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4021

26639-26641

Petit (dit La Grenade)

Bertrand

11/07/1764 sale and
exchange of
04/07/1765 inventory

sous seign privé
(Maison, Joseph,
"huissier")
Garic, JeanBaptiste

8834

75151-75153

Piochet (dit St. Germain) Louis and Joseph
and Souden
Piulats, succession of
Jean

Maieux (dit La
not given (Mr.)
Ba[s]tille)
Poupet, et al.
Pierre-Cyprien, et al.
(petitioners/creditors)
Piulats (minors)
Merulite, et al.

none

78976-78992

05/08/1816 succession

DeArmas,
Christoval

none

none

Pontalba

Jean-Joseph Delfau
de
Thomas

Dupar[t?]

Jean-Baptiste

07/17/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2373

9911

none

none

11/10/1766 succession

(Garic, JeanBaptiste)

9971

81422-81434

Pradel ("père"),
succession of
Prévost (p.o.a: Mr.
Duvantay)
Prévost, succession of

not given [Charles?]

Pradel

Henriette and Marie

03/20/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

none

72913-72957

Antoine

Morisset

Louis

08/31/1738 sale of property

2419

10115-10119

Antoine

Braquier

not given (Mr.)

01/12/1767 succession

Henri, Nicolas;
Melisan, (not
given) (Mobile)
Garic, JeanBaptiste

10006

82783...82868

Quenel, succession of

Charles

(Lambremont)

(not given (Mr.))

03/19/1764 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste ("greffier")

none

72800-72804

Rabalay (widow of)

Marguerite Belanger

LaCour

Nicolas de

01/16/1761 sale of property

7824

63463-63464

Rabalay (widow of)

Marguerite Belanger

Rabalay

Jeanne

7825

63465-63467

Raguet

Jean-François

Grandmaison

Jean-Baptiste

01/16/1761 exchange of
property
07/24/1762 sale of property

Benoist, (not
given) (Pointe
Coupée)
Benoist, (not
given) (Pointe
Coupée)
Broutin, François

8245

68531-68533

Raguet

François

Bauré (l'aîné)

Pierre

05/03/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8156

67183-67184

Ramirez, succession of

Antonio

Ramirez and Lara
not given, Bacilia
(child and grandchild) (granddaugter)

08/14/1818 sucesssion

DeArmas,
Christoval

none

none

Potevin, succession of

FIRST PARTY NAME

SECOND PARTY NAME

ACT DATE ACT TYPE

NOTARY

LOWER PAGE#

UPPER PAGE#

8566

71292-71302

Rateau,succession of

Paul

none

none

12/12/1763 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste

Ratel

Medar

Laurent

12/07/1745 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4115

26996-26998

Revoil

Pierre

Lerable (dit St.
Lorent)
Charpentier

Pierre

04/10/1759 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

7417

56880-56885

Reynaud [Rainau/d] (dit
Avignon), succession of
Rillieux, succession of

Claude

none

06/11/1765 succession

Garic, JeanBaptiste ("greffier")

none

77333...77418

Vicente [Vincent]

absent heirs of
Marianne Grandris
Rillieux

Vincent, et al. (minors) 02/10/1800 succession

Ximenes, Carlos

none [No. 84]

none [ff 1-83]

Rixner

George

Petit

not given (Mr.)

04/21/1762 sale of property

8144

67126-67138

Robineau de Portneuf,
succession of
Rochon, succession of

Nicolas

none

none (5 sheets)

9174

79260-79278

François

not given
("Mademoiselle de")
not given (children of
deceased)
Pierre

08/30/1763 succession

Roquigny

Robineau de
Portneuf (minorl)
Rochon (children of
deceased)
Marquis

Chantalou,
Augustin
("greffier")
Labanière, (not
given) (Illinois cited only)
Garic, JeanBaptiste

12/11/1762 sale of property

Broutin, François

8306

68855...68862

Roquigny

François

Ducoder

Pierre

06/09/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8184

67319-67323

Roquigny, succession of Louis

Roquigny (minors)

Louise, et al.

07/16/1762 succession

Broutin, François

8231

67478-67489

Sainctelette (p.o.a: Mr.
[Henry?] Voix)
Salmon, heirs of (p.o.a:
Louis-Cézard LeBretton)
Saunier (dit Languedoc),
succession of
Seringue [Zeringue],
succession of
Songy

not given (Mr.)

Sauterel

François

05/25/1764 sale of property

Garic, JeanBaptiste

8709

73356-73357

Edmé-Gatien de

King of France

(Louis Bourbon)

05/12/1747 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4362

29360-29363

Pierre

Saunier

Louise and Victor

02/15/1752 sucesssion

Chantalou,
Augustin

none

76817-76836

Michel [Miguel]

Seringue (minors)

Michel, et al.

09/04/1738 succession

Henri, Nicolas

[8643]

72701-72726

Pierre

Ducarpe

Jean-Baptiste

02/03/1762 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

8083

66795-66798

St. Cyr

Joseph

LaMorandière

Etienne-Robert de

03/01/1762 sale of property

8102

66862-66863

Lévêque

Maurice

09/30/1745 sale of property

Benoist, (not
given) (Pointe
Coupée)
Henri, Nicolas

4064

26829-26834

(LaPommeraye, et
al.)
(LaPommeraye, et
al.)
Unknown

(Guillaume Locquet
de, et al.)
(Guillaume Locquet
de, et al.)
Unknown

03/06/1740 succession

(Henri, Nicolas?
"greffier")

none

11918-11920

01/01/1740 succession

(Henri, Nicolas?
"greffier")

none

13273-13302

01/01/1825 Unknown

DeArmas,
Christoval

none

none

Favet (dit Vivarent)
and Closeaux
not given

Louis and François

01/14/1761 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

7822

63451-63456

not given

09/24/1765 procuration

Garic, JeanBaptiste

9112

78909-78911

Catherine Pau

Trénaunay de Chamfret Claude
(p.o.a: Georges Tesson)
Trudeau, succession of François
Trudeau, succession of

François

Unknown (notary =
Christoval DeArmas)
Vandal

Unknown
Antoine

Vaugine de [Nuisment?] Etienne

12/07/1765 succession

FIRST PARTY NAME

SECOND PARTY NAME

ACT DATE ACT TYPE

NOTARY

LOWER PAGE#

UPPER PAGE#

7834

64514-64516

Verret

Nicolas

Saulet

Thomas

01/31/1761 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

Viel ("père")

Bernard-Alexandre

Mayeux Delornaison

Nicolas

11/17/1738 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

2485

10613-10623

Villars Dubreuil,
succession of
Volant

Louis

Villars Dubreuil

09/09/1765 succession

(Garic, JeanBaptiste, "greffier")

9101

78834-78845

Grégoire

not given (minor
children of deceased)
Bouché de Grandpré Louis

02/10/1748 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4482

31077-31081

Weill [Veil]

Paul

Etienne

12/07/1745 sale of property

Henri, Nicolas

4116

26999-27002

Wiltz (widow of)

Marie Dolle

Louis (dit
Champagne)
Fortier

Michel

01/20/1761 sale of property

Chantalou,
Augustin

7828

63476-63477

Zeringue [Seringue],
succession of

not given (major heirs)

Haran[g]

Louis

02/21/1764 sale of property

Garic, JeanBaptiste ("greffier")

[8643]

72751-72755

Sample Documents
The following grayscale images were made from NONA’s digital scans of the
French Colonial Records. The documents were chosen as being representative both of
common/important act types and of the handwriting of the various notaries and other
scribes encountered among the records. The images were reduced and/or cropped as
needed to accommodate the demands of this printed format. No text or other content has
been electronically altered beyond a minimal effort to increase contrast and legibility.
The French Colonial notaries wrote copiously, often in haste and not infrequently
amid the hubbub of a crowded meeting or an outdoor auction, so it should not be
surprising that we find them making the same sorts of errors that anyone might make –
words omitted from legal formulae, words or short phrases repeated (cf. “the the”),
common mistakes of grammar and syntax (for which the French language supplies
abundant potential). The reader must be careful not to anticipate “correct” language one
hundred per cent of the time because this can be an obstacle to deciphering what is
actually on the page. There was a consensus on the spelling of many or most commonly
used words in the legal formulae, but a great deal of variation was acceptable in the 18th
century, and when in doubt the reader should try sounding out the word: less-thancommon family names of illiterate parties, for example, are often rendered phonetically
by the notaries. Capitalization and punctuation may seem almost completely arbitrary to a
modern reader.
The transcriptions that accompany the document images leave the original
spelling, capitalization, and punctuation intact. “Correct” accent and other diacritical
marks have been added wherever feasible to facilitate reading. A few omitted words and
letters have been supplied, in brackets, for the same reason (e.g., a final plural “[s]”).
In the 18th century, abbreviations, which almost always take the form of the first
letter or syllable of a word plus its superscripted ending, often appear to be no more than
squiggles – the transcriptions present them as they are “supposed” to look, with the
missing letters from the middle of the word supplied in brackets the first time it appears
(e.g., “ord[onnan]ce.”). Depending on context, the symbol “&” can mean “etc.” rather
than “and.”
One need not be fluent in French to tackle these documents. Once the basic
formula for a given act type has been mastered with the aid of a good dictionary, the
reader will know exactly where on the page he or she can expect to find the nonformulaic content, the names, dates, property descriptions, and so on. No, the difficult
part is often not so much the content of the manuscripts as the manuscript itself. An 18thcentury notary’s handwriting can be trying and frustrating to read, but like anything else,
it gets easier with practice. It is hoped that the following transcriptions will give
researchers some help in that direction.

4 Mars
1738
jn Lacoste
vente à
antoine patin dt.
Belaire
f o(2292)

(9499)
Furent Présents en leurs personnes Jean La Coste
habitant à la N[ouve]lle. orléans et Périne Zeide son
Epouse Cy-devant veuve de ….. Genouy q[u’i]l. authorise
à l’Effet des présentes [lesquels] ont par Ces présentes
Vendu Et Livré à antoine Patin d[i]t. Belaire
un Nègre pièce d’Inde nommé Yama lequel
Nègre avoit été aquis du Roy par le dt. feu
Genouy et payé à l’effet d’en jouir par le dt. Patin
Et les siens Comme de Chose à luy appartenant
ainsy qu’en ont Jouïy les dts. genouy Et La Coste avec
La dte. Zeide La dte. vente ainsy faite moyennant
Le prix et somme de Quinze Cent Livres que le dt.
La Coste et sa femme reconnoissent avoir ce
Jourd’huy [reçues] Comptant et laq[ue]lle.somme Ils
prometent et s’obligent de Remplacer à un autre
Esclave pour sceureté de l’hypotèque de ce qui
Revient à un Enfant Mineur de la dte. Zeide qu’elle
a eu du Nommé Robinet son premier Mary
au moyen de quoy le dt. Patin Reste libre
possesseur du dt. Esclave La dte. vente faite En Exécution
de L’ord[onnan]ce. de monsieur de Salmon premier Juge
au bas de la Req[uê]te. du dt. La Coste et de la publication
faite En Conséquence par Bauche archer de

(9500)
La marine ainsi qu’ils sont Convenu Car ainsy
promet[tant]& obligeant& Renon[çant]& fait et Passé
à la nlle. Orléans Es Etude L’an mil sept cent
Trente-huit Le quatrième mars présence des
sieurs Barthelemy Bimont et françois
Gallot Témoins y demeurant et ont les dts.
La Coste et sa femme déclaré ne scavoir Lire
ny signer de Ce Enquis suivant l’ordce. ·/.
f. Gallot
Patin
Bimont
Henri N[otair] e.

[Sale of a slave, written and signed by Nicolas
Henri. Wives are almost always identified by their
maiden names and the names of any previous
husbands by whom they were widowed so that
the paths of inheritance will be transparent. Pièce
d’Inde is a formulaic expression meaning roughly
“top quality.”]

(26831)

(26832)
Paroissialle de Cette Ville qu’aux autres lieux
accoutumés la Vente des Maisons Et terrains
Compris En la dte. Req[uê]te. sans qu’il se soit présenté
aucuns aposants Ny prétendants En foy de quoy
j’ay délivré le présent pour servir Et valoir
à telle fin que de raison à la Nlle. orléans
ce Vingt-Neuf aoust mille sept Cent quarante-trois

A Monsieur de Salmon Conseiller
du Roy Commissaire de la marine
ordonnateur Et Premier juge au Conseil
Supérieur de la Province de la Louisianne
Suplie humblement le s[ieu]r. trénaunay habitant
à la Pointe Coupée Disant qu’il seroit
dans le dessin de se défaire d’un Emplacement
qu’il a En Cette Ville scitué En la Rue
Royalle avec ses Circonstances Et dépendances
Lequel il a acquis du sr. Lefèvre Et ce
pour satisfaire à quelques Engagements
que le supliant a Contracté[s] ce Considéré
Monsieur il Vous plaise Permettre
La dte. Vente En observant les formalités
ordinaires Et ferez justice
Trénaunay de Chamfret
Permis La Vente en observant
Les formalités requises à la
N[ouve]lle. orléans Le 10 aoust 1743
Salmon

Chantalou

[The three parts of a Permit to Sell: la requête, written
for the suppliant by a clerk; l’ordonnance, written by
the highest available officer of the Superior Council,
in this case Salmon; the certification of la publication
written by the Civil Sheriff, in this case Chantalou.]

11 aoust
18 do.
25 do.

j’ay huis[si]er. aud[ienci]er. au Con[se]il. supérieur de Cette province
soussigné Certifié qu’en Vertu de l’ordonnance Cydessus j’ay publié Et affiché par trois dimanches
Consecutifs tant A la porte de l’église

30 Janvier
1761
fo. Vo. 25
fortier
Déclaration

(7832)

(64510)
Aujourd’hui trentième Janvier mil Sept
Cent soixante-un du Matin Est Comparu au
Greffe du Conseil Supérieur de la Province
de La Louisiane sr. michel fortier armorier
En cette Ville, Lequel nous a dit Et déclaré
que la Nuit dernière on a Enfoncé la porte
de sa boutique qui Est dans Sa Cour avec
une hache Et un Casse-teste que l’on a laissé
dans sa Cour on a Cassé Et défait La
Serrure Et on Est Entré dans sa Boutique
d’armorier où on Luy a pris suivant Ce
qu’il s’Est aperçu Cinq fusils dont trois
appartenants au sr. Ducarpe qui Sont
des fusils anglois Communs qu’il Luy
avoit donné[s] à nettoyer Et qui Etoient En
Etat, un fusil tulle appartenant à Mr.
Demazan pour y mettre une feüille d’acier
Et un Grain Lequel Etoit aussy En Etat
Et un autre fusil tulle appartenant à
un Nègre Libre qui Etoit aussy Racommodé
qu’il S’Est aperçu tant dans sa Cour que
dans son jardin de plusieurs Empreintes
de pieds Nuds, de laquelle présente
déclaration il nous a requis acte à Luy
octroyer pour Luy Servir Et Valoir

(64511)
à telles fins que de Raison à la Nlle. Orléans
Les susdts. Jour mois Et an Et a signé
avec Nous Greffier Soussigné
fortier
Chantalou Gre[ffie]r.

[Someone who appears before a notary may request
an Act of Declaration to record almost any fact or
phenomenon having some legal and/or financial
bearing on his or her life. In this case it is a criminal
matter: burglary. Written and signed by Chantalou.]

1761
Jan . 31
fo.Vo. 25
verret
vente à
saulet
er

f

(7834)

(64514)
Furent présents En [leurs] personnes sr. Nicolas Verret
habitant demeurant En cette Ville Et marie
Cantrelle Son Epouse qu’il authorise à l’Effet
des présentes Lesquels ont Reconnu Et Confessé
avoir Ce Jourd’hui Vendu, Cédé, quitté, transporté
Et délaissé dès maintenant Et à toujours et
promettent Et S’obligent Solidairement garentir
de tous troubles, Dons, Douaires, dettes, hypotèques,
Evictions, substitutions, aliénations Et tous autres
Empêchements Générallement quelconques
à Sieur thomas saulet Econome Sur L’habitation
du Roy Cy-présent Et acceptant acquéreur pour
Luy Ses hoirs ou ayant cause, un terrain Et
Emplacement ordinaire Scitué En cette Ville
Rue Bourbon ayant Environ Soixante pieds
de face sur Environ Cent Vingt de profondeur
attenant d’une part à La Succession de Bauche
dt. Picard Et de l’autre au Nommé Gabriel
Soulard dt. St. Germain, Le dt. terrain Clos et
Entouré de pieux debout sur lequel Est construite
une maison de trente pieds de Long Sur dixhuit de Large, Sur solles, En Colombage, briquetée
Entre poteaux planchée haut Et Bas, Couverte
En Bardeaux, portes Et fenestres, Gallerie devant
Et derrière de fond En Comble En L’Etat que le tout
Se poursuit Et Comporte Circonstances Et dépendances

[The first parties to appear in an Act of Sale are always les
vendeurs (the sellers). After a formulaic guarantee that the
property is free of liens and other encumbrances comes the
name of l’acquéreur (the purchaser). The property description
begins with the lot dimensions – 60’ x 120’ was the standard
size of lots in the French Quarter when it was laid out, but
many owners would later subdivide and/or add to these.
Neighbors on the street are usually given in lieu of addresses.
House descriptions, while formulaic, do exhibit differences,
such as the number and location of galleries (porches). The
roofing material is stated as a matter of compliance with the
building codes: slate was generally not available, and the
shingles called bardeaux, although made of wood, were less
flammable than thatch.]

(64515)
sans En Rien réserver ny Retenir dont du tout
Le dt. sr. acquéreur Est Content Et Satisfait pour
avoir Le tout Vu Visité Et Examiné Est [sic] dont
il Est Content à L’Effet d’En Jouir Luy Et les siens
En toute propriété Et Comme d’un Bien à Luy
appartenant ainsy qu’en ont Jouy les dts. Vendeurs
qui ont acquis Le dt. terrain du sr. Caminada
par acte passé devant Nous Nore. Soussigné
Le huit Septembre mil Sept Cent Soixante
Lequel l’avoit acquis de mr. de favrot Et dont
Les titres de propriété ont Eté remis au dt.
acquéreur ainsy qu’il Le Reconnoist -------La susdte. Vente, Cession transport Et abandon
ainsy faitte sans autres formalités Les dits
Vendeurs déclarant Le tout franc quitte et
Exempt de toutes dettes Et hypotèques Et L’acquéreur
N’En ayant Exigé d’autres que les présentes
Et moyennant Le prix Et Somme de Neuf
Mille Sept Cents Cinquante Livres que les
sr. Et dame Vendeurs Reconnoissent et
déclarent avoir Receu[e]s Comptant En Billets
monnaye de cette Colonie dont ils se
Contentent Et dont ils tiennent quitte et
déchargé Le dt. sr. Saulet qui au moyen
de Ce demeure Bien Et Libre possesseur
du dt. terrain Bâtiments Circonstances Et dépendances

(64516)
pour par Luy Et Les siens En faire, Jouir
Et disposer En toute propriété Et Comme
d’un bien à Luy appartenant promettant Les dts.
Vendeurs Le Garantir Et indemniser Envers
Et Contre tous qu’il appartiendra promet&
oblige& Renon& fait Et passé à la Nouvelle
Orléans En L’Etude L’an mil sept Cent Soixanteun Le trente-unième Janvier après midi
présence des srs. marin LeNormand Et françois
Drouard témoins y demeurants Et ont
signés après Lecture des présentes ·/.
Th. Saulet
LeNormand
Verret
Droüard
Chantalou Nre.
[The vu, visité et examiné formula is there as a sort
of “buyer beware.” The acquisition - the date of the
previous Act of Sale and name of the notary who
passed it (in this case “We the undersigned Notary”) demonstrates that the current vendor acquired the
property legitimately. Once the selling price is stated,
either payment is identified as having been received
comptant (in cash), as here, and the purchaser held
quit, or the terms of une hypothèque (a mortgage) are
spelled out. Written and signed by Chantalou.]

1re. page

L’an Mil Sept Cent soixante et Cinq et Le onzième
Jour du Mois de février Neuf heures du Matin par
(71226)
Devant Nous Jean françois huchet Ecuÿer sieur de
Kernion Conseiller au Conseil Supérieur de La province
de La Loüisiane Commissaire en Cette partie en Vertu
de L’ordonnance Rendue par Mr. foucault faisant fonction
f
D’ordonnateur et de premier Juge du dit Conseil, au bas
de Requette La dte. ordonnance en datte Du sept du présent
mois, et en présence du sr. Joseph adrien de La place
Conseiller assesseur substitut du procureur Général du Roÿ
est Comparü Le sr. Duparquier Emploÿé aux Ecritures dans
Les Bureaux de La Marine au nom et Comme tuteur des
Mineurs de Deffunt Louis Chancelier, Lequel nous a
Dit que par exploit de Maison huissier aud[ienci]er. en datte du
Neuf du Courant il auroit fait assigner sept parents ou
amis des dits mineurs qui sont Messieurs Lavaud ancien officier
D’infanterie, st. amant habitant, Braud Négociant Braquier
Négociant, Voix aussi Négociant, Doussain M[aît]re. Canonier
et Gauvain directeur de La Poste tous amis des dits mineurs
à Déffaut de parents, à Comparoître par devant Nous Ce
Jourd’hui en notre hôtel pour délibérer, si, attendü que
La succession de defunt chancelier vient d’être Constatée
par L’arrêté du Compte de tutelle des mineurs sr. andrée
chevalier, dont deffunt chancelier étoit chargé, et paroissant
être onéreuse, il ne seroit pas plus Convenable De faire
renoncer Les mineurs Chancelier à La succession de leur père
pour s’en tenir aux droits de Leur deffunte mère: et
Comme Le dit Comparant prétend être exempt de tutelle
attendü sa qualité et son emploÿ dans Les Bureaux
et que même ses affaires de famille Concernant Les
successions de ses père [et] Mère L’appelleroient en france
il füt procédé entre Les sieurs Colloqués à L’élection et
nomination d’un nouveau tuteur: tous Lesquels dits
Messieurs Lavaud, st. amant, Braquier, Braud, Voix, Doussain
Et Gauvain sont Comparüs et Leur avons fait faire le
Serment de nous donner bon et fidèle avis sur le [...]
M
[Jean-François Huchet de Kernion has often been identified as a notary, but he was a
Superior Council member: the reason it is he who causes the document to be written par
devant nous (before me) is that he has been chosen Commissaire en Cette partie – arbiter
in this case (of succession). An assemblée de parents et amis (Family Meeting) is often
one of the first documents to appear in a succession record. This one is called because the
tuteur (guardian) of the minors Chancelier wishes to be relieved of his duties, so a new
tutor and sub-tutor must be elected: the pages following this one record the various
nominations and how the voting went. Written and signed by Garic, Clerk of Court.]

1re.
page

L’an Mil Sept cent Soixante quatre et le dixe. jour
de juillet Sur les huit heures du Matin à la Requête du Sieur
(71259)
Duparquier au nom et comme tuteur des mineurs chancelier, Et
En vertü de l’ordonnance de Monsieur D’abbadie directeur Général
Commandant pour le Roy la province de la Louisiane et premier
Vente des meubles
Juge au conseil Supérieur d’icelle en d[atte] du trois de ce mois
Et nègres de la Succon. Nous louis Piot de launay conseiller commissaire nommé En cette
de Chancelier
partie accompagné de Mr. le substitut du procureur Général
du Roy: et du Greffier no[tai]re. Sommes transportés En la maison
de demeure du dit Sr. duparquier Size en cette Ville à l’effet
de procéder à la vente et adjudication de plusieurs Meubles
Et Esclaves Etant de la succession de deffunt Sieur
chancelier qu’il auroit Reçus des Islinois dès depui[s] peu de
jours et après avoir fait Rendre la dte. Vente publique à
son de trompe dans les carefours de cette ville ce matin
que l’on aloit présentement procéder à la ditte Vente à
la charge par les adjudicataire[s] de payer comptant le prix
de leur adjudication des meubles et autres Effet[s] lesquel[s] Sont
portés à l’inventaire qui en a été fait au dit lieu des Islinois
Entre les mains du d[i]t Sr. duparquier en sa qualité, et les nègres
Esclaves à six mois de Crédit à [co]mpter de ce jour payable
en lettres d’échanges ou argent Réel et par les dits
acquéreurs de donner Bonne et Suffisante Caution et ce
pour tout délay Entre les mains du dt. Sr. duparquier
Et après avoir fait faire lecture du présent procès verbal
à haute et inteligible voix par l’huissier Crieur nous avons
procédé à la dte. Vente ainsy qu’il Suit
Premièrement une [a]r[m]oi[r]e de Noyer ouvragée de Menuiserie
fermant à Clef à deux battants après l’avoir faite mettre
En Vente et Criée par le dt. l’[sic]huisser Elle a été adjugée au Sr.
Rougeau à quarante-sept livres ------------------------------- 47 #

[This is the first page of the procès verbal of an estate auction, or sheriff’s sale,
respective of the succession of Louis Chancelier of Illinois. Somewhat atypically, the
auction is held at the home of the minor children’s tutor, where the property and slaves
have just arrived from Illinois. It appears that the only announcement of the sale has been
made that same morning, which is not in keeping with the usual formalités. Mr. Rougeau
is only the first of many adjudicataires (bidders) whose purchase is recorded. Although
the procès verbal mentions the presence of the “Greffier Nre.” and it is indeed signed by
Jean-Baptiste Garic, the handwriting belongs to Joseph Maison, the huissier/crieur (Civil
Sheriff/Town Crier) who wrote many of the documents for or with Garic during this
period, causing Maison, like Huchet de Kernion, to be often wrongly identified as the
notary of record.]

